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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether significant
correlations exist between comprehension and vocabulary scores on the maze
procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests when these instruments are
administered to incarcerated adults. The investigator conducted this investigation
during the spring of 1983. The sample (N=299) from the population (N=l,300) was
randomly selected from alphabetical class rosters of the ten Texas Department of
Corrections units randomly selected for this investigation.

Subjects attended

regular academic classes in the Windham School System (Texas Department of
Corrections). For this investigation, the Test of Adult Basic Education, Level M,
Form I, reading scores were used to classify readers as proficient (Group A) or
nonproficient (Group B). Subjects with a reading score of 6.0 to 9.0 were identified
as proficient readers (N:174). Subjects with a reading score of 4.0 to 5.9 were
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identified as nonproficient readers (N= 125).

The predicted variables in this

investigation were comprehension and vocabulary scores obtained from the GatesMacGinitie Reading Test, while comprehension and vocabulary scores obtained
from the maze procedure test served as predictor variables. To determine whether
significant correlations existed between predicted and predictor variables, the
investigator used the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation (r) method.

The .05

level of probability was used as a criterion to support or not to support the null
hypotheses.
When comparing comprehension and vocabulary scores from the maze
procedure test with comprehension and vocabulary scores from the GatesMacGinitie Reading Tests using proficient and nonproficient incarcerated adult
readers, it was concluded that significant and positive correlations existed between
the two measures.

This investigation should be replicated in other instructional

settings representing adult readers with diverse goals, reading abilities, attitudes,
motivations, and backgrounds to confirm or challenge the results of this investigation.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Teaching incarcerated adults to read is the single most important task of
academic teachers in the Windham School System, Huntsville, Texas.

Although

significant progress has been made toward achieving academic and vocational skills
for inmates, Texas Department of Corrections research has revealed that a large
percentage of the incarcerated men and women has critical reading problems
(Texas Department of Corrections, 1981). Thus, the primary focus of the Windham
academic program is the teaching of reading to incarcerated adults. Since many of
these students come from educationally deprived backgrounds, an ongoing effort by
a cademic teachers is that of finding an effective instructional approach to use with
disabled readers.
The cloze procedure has been found to be a useful technique in working
with disabled readers (Lopardo, 1975). The technique was first introduced in the
literature by Taylor (Robinson, 1973). Since the 1950s, many investigations have
been made of the cloze procedure, and many studies have used the procedure as a
criterion measure. Although initially it was validated as a measure of readability
against readability formulas, it was quickly assumed to be superior to those
formulas (Alderson, 1978).
Although the initial use of the doze procedure was in readability studies,
by 1975, it was used to measure the reading comprehension abilities of subjects
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(Lopardo, 1975). Many studies showed that cloze procedure correlated to varying
degrees but always positively with respected and widely used measures of reading
ability (Horton, 1975). The general conclusion from most of the doze procedure
studies has been that this procedure is a reliable and valid measure of reading
comprehension.

Although students in the Windham School System are given an

achievement test which is administered every three months, many teachers are
unaware of the level at which their students can read and comprehend.

Addi-

tionally, these teachers lack a means by which they can assess and monitor their
students' reading progress on a regular basis.
As a result, two problems arise. The first problem is the need to identify
students whose comprehension is deficient and to determine their level of
comprehension. A second problem is that teachers need a simple, accurate means
to assess and monitor the reading progress of students on a regular basis.

A

potential solution to these problems lies in the use of a technique to measure
comprehension levels within the classroom.

The doze procedure has been

suggested by many as a potent tool in the measurement of readability and reading
comprehension (Cohen, 1975).
As noted by Bortnick and Lopardo (1973), "Cloze does not constitute the
entire program of instruction but is used effectively as a part of a total program
aimed at meeting the specific needs of the student" (p. 296). Not only does the
doze procedure provide a reasonably valid determiner of instructional reading
level and reading comprehension, but the ease with which it is constructed and
administered makes it a practical tool for teachers who have had very little or no
training in test administration (Ekwall, 1976).

Therefore, the doze procedure

could be used effectively by reading teachers in the Windham School System,
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provided one could determine whether the procedure has a correlation with other
valid and reliable instruments designed to measure reading comprehension when
administered to incarcerated adult readers.
For this investigation, the maze procedure, which is a modification of
the doze procedure (Guthrie, 1973), was selected to assess reading levels of
incarcerated adults.

The investigator chose the maze procedure because it was

closer in format to the standardized instrument selected for this investigation,
both of which were used to assess comprehension and vocabulary levels of
incarcerated adults. The maze procedure has substantial appeal to the classroom
teacher with limited or no training in test administration because of its ease of
construction, administration, and scoring.

Statement of the Problem
An ongoing concern of academic teachers in the Windham School System
is that of finding an appropriate and effective measure by which they can assess
and monitor students' reading progress on a regular basis. A potential solution to
this problem may be achieved, provided one could determine whether the scores on
the maze procedure has significant correlations with another valid and reliable
instrument (test scores) designed to measure reading achievement. The purpose of
this investigation is to determine whether significant correlations exist between
comprehension and vocabulary scores on the maze procedure test and the GatesMacGinitie Reading Tests when these instruments are administered to incarcerated
adults.
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Significance of the Problem
Academic teachers of the Windham School System are faced with the
dilemma of ascertaining students' current reading status in an effort to provide
effective instruction for incarcerated adults.

The foundation of the Windham

academic program is the teaching of reading. Yet, many of the reading teachers
quickly recognize that they know very little about their students' reading ability; as
a result, students are often given reading material that is either too simple or too
difficult.

Additionally, some teachers have had very little or no training in

administering and interpreting test results.

Therefore, they do not know which

instruments are appropriate for use with their students, and, further, they lack
experience in interpreting the results of these instruments after they have been
administered.
McClellan (1971) wrote that instructors should have the same concern
about readability as there is about the reading ability of students.

She further

stated that the variability of reading skills among adult students demands that
teachers are knowledgeable about the appropriateness of the material used for
developing content and concepts in their classes (p. 353).

McClellan (1971)

supported the views of Bentley and Galloway (1961), who cited the following:
The usefulness of the tool of reading is lost if the material to
be read does not reasonably match the capability of the
reader.

If the material is too difficult, the student will not

comprehend; if it is too simple, the student may be insulted
and/or bored. In either case, learning suffers. (p. 373)
Writing in the same vein, Smith (1978) added that effective teachers should be
"intelligently eclectic" by familiarizing themselves with a variety of procedures
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and materials, as well as with the process for implementing them.
Academic teachers in correctional institutions are constantly seeking
more effective ways and means of teaching reading to their students. Research as
well as reading specialists support the general attitude among these teachers that
no one method is the best way to teach reading. However, the maze procedure is
one of the methods that has received considerable attention because it can assist
teachers of reading in several ways.
The maze procedure is a simple way to determine whether or not reading
material is too difficult for students to read with success (Wiseman &: McKenna,
1978). Of equal importance, it is believed that this success in reading of ten helps
break the orientation toward failure and frustration (Helgenson & Hisama, 1982).
Research on the maze procedure by Guthrie (1973) indicated possible implications
for the use of this procedure in the teaching of reading skills to older students.
Additionally, Bradley and Meredith (1978) researched the use of the maze procedure with adult students and found it to be suitable for assessing reading levels.
The doze procedure in its many forms has been found to be an important
technique to research and instructional implications. The review of the literature
revealed many discussions and recommendations regarding the use of the doze
procedure in its various formats for instructional purposes. Although a great deal
of attention and research has been given to the assessment of the doze procedure,
evaluations revealed that the maze had not been tested with certain specific
populations, e.g., incarcerated adult populations, minority groups, and other adults
with limited reading ability (Robinson, 1973).
The target population for this investigation included younger, older, and
minority incarcerated adults with limited reading ability in the Texas Department
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of Corrections, Huntsville, Texas. The results of this investigation will be used to
document the effectiveness of the maze procedure in teaching reading to incarcerated adults.

Furthermore, the results of this investigation will be used to

substantiate the effectiveness of the maze procedure in identifying reading levels
(vocabulary and comprehension) of incarcerated adults.

In addition, appropriate

recommendations can be made to Windham reading teachers concerning its use as
an instructional technique and as a diagnostic instrument.

Research Questions

In consideration of the problem statement, the following research
questions were formulated:
1.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant
correlation between the comprehension scores?
2.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant
correlation between the vocabulary scores?
3.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant correlation between the comprehension scores?
4.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant correlation between the vocabulary scores?
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When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

5.

Tests are administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a
significant correlation between the comprehension scores?
6.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a
significant correlation between the vocabulary scores?

Statement of HYJ>Otheses

In order to find solutions to the questions raised in this investigation, the
investigator generated the following null hypotheses to be tested:
Ho 1:

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores
when administered to incarcerated adult readers.
Ho 2 :

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores when
administered to incarcerated adult readers.
Hoi

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores
when administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers.
Ho 4:

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores when
administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers.
Ho 5:

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores
when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers.
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Ho 6 :

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores when
administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers.

Assumptions

Basic to this investigation were several variables which the investigator
was unable to control. These variables were:
1.

Methods of reading instruction used.

2.

Time (hour and day) of test administration.

3.

Attitude and motivation of the subjects.

4.

Attitude and enthusiasm of teachers.

Since the investigator was unable to control the above variables, the
following assumptions were made:
1.

The methods of teaching reading would have no adverse effects on

students' reading performance when either the maze procedure test or the GatesMacGinitie Reading Tests was administered.

Therefore, differences in teaching

methods would not alter the results of this investigation.
2.

Variations in time (hour and day) of test administration would have

no adverse effects on the students' reading performance.

Therefore, time

variations in test administration would not alter the results of this investigation.
3.

The attitude and motivation of subjects would have no adverse

effects on the students' reading performance.

Therefore, any differences in

students' attitudes and motivations would not alter the results of this investigation.
4.

Attitude and enthusiasm of reading teachers would have no adverse

effects on the students' reading performance.

Therefore, any differences in
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teachers' attitudes and enthusiasm would not alter the results of this investigation.

Limitations of the Study

1.

The research for this investigation was limited to incarcerated male

and female adults at the Texas Department of Corrections attending regular
academic classes six .hours per week. Therefore, its findings may be generalized to
incarcerated adults in other penal institutions, but they cannot be generalized to
other institutional settings involving adult readers with diverse goals, reading
abilities, and backgrounds.
2.

Another limitation of this investigation was that no effort was made

to control classroom situations, course objectives, instructors' attitudes and
expectations, or students' attitudes and motivational levels.
3.

A further limitation was that, since students attended classes on

different days and at different times, no effort was made to control the dates and
the times of the administration of tests used in this investigation.

Definition of Terms

The terms listed below are unique to this investigation.

They are

presented here to facilitate the reader's understanding of the investigation.
Academic teacher. The academic teachers instruct students in the area
of language arts, social studies, science, mathematics, and reading.
Cloze procedure.

A method of systematically deleting words from a

passage and then evaluating the success a reader has in accurately supplying the
words deleted. The reader replaces the missing words, and the number of words

11

book
He was reading a

car
quickly

One of the three choices is the correct answer.

The other is syntactically

acceptable but semantically inappropriate. The third choice is both syntactically
and semantically inappropriate.

The criteria for assessing reading levels (when

using the maze procedure) are: independent level, 90% and above; instructional
level, 60-90%; and frustration level, below 60%.
Nonproficient reader.

In this investigation, the nonproficient reader

achieved a reading score in the range of 4.0 to 5.9 as measured by a standardized
reading test (Test of Adult Basic Education - Tiegs & Clark, 1967).
Proficient reader. In this investigation, the proficient reader achieved a
reading score in the range of 6.0 to 9.0 as measured by a standardized reading test
(Test of Adult Basic Education).
Readability. Readability involves measuring components of text, such as
syllables and sentences, in order to compute a relative index of reading difficulty.
Special education teacher.

Special education teachers work with the

emotionally disburbed and the mentally retarded.
Standardized tests. These tests are written and published with standard
procedures for administering and interpreting the results.
Vocational teacher. The vocational staff offers technical and occupational training in 33 skill areas.
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Organization of the Investigation
Chapter 1 presents the framework of this investigation. This includes
the Introduction, Statement of the Problem, Significance of the Problem, Research
Questions, Statement of Hypotheses, Assumptions, Limitations of the Study,
Definition of Terms, and Organization of the Investigation.
Chapter 2 consists of a Review of Related Literature.

Chapter 3

presents the Design of the Investigation. Included in Chapter 3 are the Research
Design, Subjects and Sampling Procedures, Data Collection Procedures, Scoring
Procedure, Instrumentation, and Data Analysis.
Chapter 4 presents the Analysis of Data, Results, and Summary.
Chapter 5 presents the Summary, Conclusions, Recommendations Based on the
Findings, and Recommendations for Further Study.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Literature Pertinent to Reading
Disabilities Among the Incarcerated

The need for correctional education is overwhelming in view of the fact
that research has revealed that a large percentage of the incarcerated population
has critical reading problems.

Kvareaus (1971) has investigated the educational

level of incarcerated persons. He acknowledged that between 20-50% of the half
million adults incarcerated in American federal and state prisions cannot read or
write. He noted that many inmates are viewed as educationally bankrupt, having
followed the tragic trial of reading retardation, truancy, and delinquency.
Holloway (1973) reported that many of the 2 million men and women
incarcerated or on parole have tremendous reading problems. Chief Justice Warren
E. Burger (1981), commenting about the same problem, wrote:
The percentage of inmates in all institutions who cannot read
is staggering. • • • The figures on illiteracy alone are enough
to make one wish that every sentence imposed could include a
provision that would grant release only when a prisoner had
learned to read and write. (p. 6)
Helfrich ( 1973) surveyed all prisons, juvenile facilities, and large jails,
reporting that there were probably a quarter million individuals, both adults and
youth, incarcerated in this country who could not cope with reading tasks as well as
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the average sixth-grade student. These findings revealed that approximately half
of the population of all of the correctional institutions read somewhat less
proficiently than the average 12-year-old.
In fact, many individuals in prison may be functionally illiterate, thus
unable to meet the minimal reading demands of modern society (Rovner-Pieczenik,
1973).

Rovner-Pieczenik further stated that reading deprivation not only cuts

across the entire educational spectrum, it also poses an enormous and difficult task
that rehabilitation must first attend to before proceeding to other tasks. Writing
about the same issue, Helfrich (1973) wrote that it is most difficult to imagine a
more crippling barrier to rehabilitation, reintegration, or productive job placement
for released offenders than the inability to read or write in a literate complex
society.
Helgenson and Hisama (1982), two other correctional educators, reported
that correctional institutions across the United States have created much needed
programs to address the reading deficiencies of their students. They supported the
findings that many of the incarcerated students enrolled in various correctional
programs have difficulty in their educational endeavors because of reading
problems and that reading instruction is a major concern of correctional education.
These findings confirm that there are severe reading disabilities in the correctional
population. Referring to the large void in reliable reading achievement data for
incarcerated adults, Kavale and Lindsey (1977) described the issue as a critical one
that warrants attention.
A review of the literature has revealed a lack of research in the area of
reading instruction for illiterate adults. Even less attention has been directed to
those adults who lack the basic skills of reading at the eighth-grade level and who
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most often have not completed high school. Kavale and Lindsey (1977) suggested
that one of the factors contributing to this lack of information is the absence of
data on the nature of the reading process of adult illiterates. They voiced a need
for the development of a significant body of knowledge about the characteristics of
adult readers and the nature of their reading process.
Fader, as cited by Bowren and Zintz (1978), concluded that the poorest
man in all the world is the man who cannot read or who cannot see through the
prism of time. Thus, he cannot comprehend the world outside the paradigm of his
own experiences. Further, it seems that the tool of reading, while no guarantee of
character, is a powerful aid in forming or transforming it. It appears that teaching
prisoners to read offers one of the very real hopes for their rehabilitation
(MacCormick, 1931).

Literature Pertinent to the Cloze and the Maze
Procedures as Related to Reading Comprehension
Since its introduction by Taylor in 1953, the cloze procedure has been
subjected to several investigations concerning its many uses. Taylor coined the
word "doze" to describe the procedure because the reader is presumed to go
through a gestalt process when replacing the deleted words according to the
surrounding context (Elley, 1976).

The gestalt theorists believed that learning

follows a sequence through which one first understands the whole or broader issues
and then grasps the individual details (Stransfield, 1974).

Likewise, the cloze

procedure requires the student to perceive the whole by filling in missing words as
if they were not missing at all (Elley, 1976). As noted by Potter (1968):

....
16
Cloze measurement appears applicable to many types of
communication.

It seems to discriminate among the read-

ability levels of passages and among the reading comprehension levels of readers.

The doze technique provides a

measure of the degree of correspondence

between the

language habits of the transmitter and those of the receiver.
(p. 35)

Elley (1976) contended that if the reader can reproduce the exact word he is more
"in tune" with the writer and his message than if he chooses an inappropriate word.
Carroll (1972) stated, "If the encoder producing a message and the decoder
receiving it happen to have highly similar semantic and grammatical habit systems,
the decoder ought to be able to predict or anticipate what the encoder will produce
at each moment with considerable accuracy" (p. 10). By this rationale, the doze
procedure provides an estimate of the degrees of similarity in language habits
between the writer and the reader (Rankin, 1978).
From a theoretic point of view, the doze procedure is compatible with
theories of communication, perception, learning, and information processing. The
ability to fill in doze blanks is an indication of language correspondence between a
message source and receiver (Rankin, Haase, Howard, &: Stewart, 1980).

The

concept underlying the doze as a test instrument is that the greater the match
between the language function, background experience, the interests of the author
and the reader, the more accurately the reader will be able to predict the deleted
words and, hence, arrive at closure (Babcock, 1975).
Jongsma (1971) reported that researchers have been studying the doze
procedure and its potential for reading instruction based on the assumption that "by
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going through the task of completing doze units, a reader will gain insights into
the process of using context, recognizing the interrelationships of language, and
consequently improving comprehension skills" (p. 42).

Recognizing that this

assumption could have implications for teaching comprehension, Bormuth (1975)
stated that the doze procedure as a measure of reading comprehension "is possibly
the most thoroughly validated and sophisticated method of testing presently used in
education" (p. 60).
Reading comprehension pertains to the identification of the meaning of
words, phrases, sentences, and passages as a whole.

According to Smith O971),

those areas which are crucial in teaching reading comprehension are vocabulary
development, promoting language learning through syntax, and making use of
context clues and redundancy.

Stratton and Nacke (1974) cited that a review of

the research on reading comprehension strongly indicates that, while knowledge of
word meaning is important, complete vocabulary knowledge, in itself, is neither a
necessary nor a sufficient condition for comprehension. They further stated that
reading is a complex information-processing task and that identifying word
meanings is but one element in the total process. Writing in the same vein, Martin
and Herndon (1972) stated that written and spoken language contain many words
and word sequences which are unnecessary for the comprehension of a message;
that is, in the usual message there are words, phrases, and sometimes even
sentences which add no further information.
According to Samuels (1976), fluent reading and good comprehension
require more than just accurate decoding skills. It is possible to have a student to
test who appears to be a very accurate decoder and yet his decoding skills demand
too much of his attention, resulting in poor comprehension. Samuels (1976) further
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stated that so-called "word callers" who can read about as well but show little
comprehension illustrate this type of reading problem.
There has been an accelerated use of the cloze procedure as a measure
of reading comprehension.

Cloze performance has been widely accepted as a

measure of reading comprehension (Bormuth, 1969a; Rankin & Culhane, 1969). It
has also been postulated that doze is a measure of language redundancy (Burton
and Licklinder, 1955; MacGinitie, 1961; Tuinman, Blanton, & Gray, 1975; Weaver &
Kingston, 1963); language skills (Carroll, 1959; Taylor, 1953); verbal aptitude
(Carroll, 1941; Taylor, 1957); and/or classical closure factors, flexibility and speed
of closure (Ohnmucht, Weaver, & Kohler, 1970).
Jenkinson (I 957), Ruddell (1963), and Bormuth (I 965, 1969b) found correlations of .70 to .85 between scores on standardized reading achievement tests and
scores on doze tests.

Bormuth (1969b) concluded that doze measures "skills"

closely related or identical to those measured by conventional multiple-choice
reading comprehension tests" (p. 365).
According to Rankin (1978), at first glance the doze as a measuring
instrument for assessing comprehension was not very convincing. He further noted
the assertion that the correlation between cloze measurements and other comprehension measurements was due to the fact that both were measuring a general
verbal competency.

He added that there was no doubt that there was some

substance to this contention. High correlations are usually found between doze
test scores and measures of verbal aptitude (Ramanauskas, 1971); therefore, doze
tests measure something more than verbal aptitude (Kibby, 1980).
A more serious criticism has been made by Carroll (1972) who contended
that doze scores are largely influenced by linguistic clues in the immediate
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context around the missing word; therefore, cloze scores do not assess the ability
to comprehend major ideas in a message. On the other hand, studies by Darnell
(1963), Ramanauskas (1971), and others showed that, from a theoretic point of
view, a good case can be made for the contention that doze measurements do, in
fact, measure comprehension more "directly" than do conventional comprehension
tests. Five points were made to support this contention:
1.

Cloze tests are intrinsic measures of the effectiveness of communi-

cation by sampling the degree of language correspondence between a message
source and a receiver.

This could hardly be the case if comprehension of the

communication were not being tapped directly.
2.

Cloze tests measure comprehension in process, not comprehension

as a product after the fact.

Answering large numbers of questions after the

communication has been received (as in the conventional comprehension test) is not
as direct a measure of the communication in process as can be obtained by the
doze test.
3.

All cloze responses are based upon the basic psycho-linguistic

process of inference which is intrinsic to all communication.

Cloze avoids

overlooking short-term memory by tuning in and out selectively and filling the gaps
in both oral and written communications. It is precisely this process that is tapped
by all doze items in varying degrees.

This cannot be said of conventional

comprehension measurements.
4.

Cloze tests sample more or less randomly the choice points for

predictability within a message. What other comprehension test can attain such
unbiased item samples from a universe?
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5.

Unlike any other communications test format capable of measuring

higher level thought processes, doze item writing lends itself to precise replication
by independent writers (Rankin, 1978).

Finn (1977) added that although all

comprehension tests impose some degree of artificiality upon the message receiver
in the measurement process, the intimate relationship between language and
learning theory and doze measurement provides a more direct and natural testing
situation in many ways than is provided by conventional comprehension tests.
Research findings on the reliability and validity of the doze procedure
as an index of reading comprehension are numerous and quite impressive (Elley,
1976).

Brown (1968) cited that doze tests do, in fact, correlate highly with

standardized reading comprehension tests so that descriptively the instrument may
be viewed as an adequate reading comprehension measure.

Rankin and Culhane

(1969) corroborated on the validity of the comparable doze and multiple choice
percentage scores found by Bormuth (1969a). Similarly, they studied the validity of
the cloze procedure and compared its use to that of multiple choice tests:
These substantial correlations indicate that the doze procedure is a highly valid measure of reading comprehension.
The average validity coefficient was .68. Since the multiple
choice test took several weeks to construct, the cloze tests
are pref er able for measuring comprehension or readability,
and they are measuring substantially the same thing. (p. 195)
Jones and Pikulski (1974) reported from their study that:
The cloze test gave a considerably more accurate reading
level placement than did the standardized test. • .• Not only
does the cloze procedure appear to provide a reasonably valid
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determiner of instructional reading level, but its very ease of
construction and administration makes it a practical tool for
teachers who have had no special training in test administration. (p. 434)
Schoenfeld (1980) theorized, "Besides being a valuable evaluative technique, cloze
can also be an effective instructional method, particularly to improve comprehension via semantic (word meaning) and syntactic (word order) clues" (p. 147).
Writing in the same vein, Baldauf and Propst (1978) reported that cloze
tests have been proposed as an alternative means of producing simply constructed
yet valid measures of reading comprehension. Entin and Klare (1978) stated that
the cloze procedure provides a convenient method of testing reading comprehension.

The cloze procedure has been used to explore a variety of reading and

language variables.

In particular, cloze has been used to measure reading

comprehension and to estimate the readability of text material (Readence,
Baldwin, Bean, & Dishner, 1980).
Cloze measurements have been constructed and interpreted in the
tradition of what has been called "classical test theory" (Rankin, 1978). As such,
they have been designed to yield maximum validity and reliability. In addition, a
norm-referenced interpretation has been developed (Miller, 1975).
Grant (1979) reported that, with advanced readers, work with various
types of cloze apparently can improve reading comprehension. Bloomer (1962) used
the cloze procedure as a remedial teaching technique for college students. In his
study, one group received cloze exercises, a second proceeded with traditional
remedial reading exercises, and a third received no treatment at all. The college
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students who used doze increased significantly in comprehension and total reading
ability.
To explore the effects of doze exercises on sixth-grade pupils, Schneyer
(1965) used the doze version built on the deletion of every tenth word and the
version built on the deletion of only nouns and verbs.

On a final reading

comprehension test, there were no significant differences between the mean scores
of pupils who used the doze exercises and those who used the basal program.
Peterson, Paradis, and Peters (1972) used a similar experimental format
to determine whether the doze percentages identified by previous researchers as
equivalent to the 75% level of multiple choice are applicable to high school and
college age students. In these studies, students were assigned doze passages on
the basis of a match between grade equivalence scores on the Nelson-Denny
reading comprehension test and predictions of readability of a group of health
education passages.

The results were similar to previously reported data.

The

doze percentage level found to be equivalent to 75% accuracy in answering
multiple choice comprehension questions was 42% for high school students, 43% for
adult vocational technical students, and 44% for university students.
Another set of baseline data on doze scores comes from Asher, Hymel,
and Wigfield (1977), who gave fifth-grade students doze tests based on 25 passages
from the Encyclopaedia Britannica Junior.
averaged 28% correct.

Cloze scores on these passages

The correlation of the doze scores with standardized

achievement test scores was .49.
Various other researchers in doctoral dissertations have examined the
cloze procedure in terms of its effectiveness as a teaching device. Smith (1969),
using junior college readers who worked with materials in which every tenth
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concept word was deleted, found the doze was valuable for demonstrating the
process of comprehension and for pointing out to students their own deficiencies in
the comprehension process.
Ellington (1973) used 11th-grade students who were divided into three
groups: (1) doze reading group, (2) conventional reading group, and (3) no reading
group. She found that no significant difference existed among the three groups on
a standardized reading comprehension test.

Rynders (1971), using the same

materials presented either in a doze format or as an intact passage followed by
questions, found that there was no significant difference in reading comprehension
of 189 sixth-graders.
Bormuth (1967) and Rankin (1965) have conducted studies on the utility
of closure in evaluating comprehension and confirmed that the doze procedure
does measure a factor identified as reading comprehension.

These studies

evaluated together show the importance of carefully determining the procedures to
follow when doing doze exercises.

Conditions which produced positive results

were (1) working actively with students, (2) synonym scoring, and (3) deletion
pattern other than mechanical (Kennedy & Weever, 1973).
The potential of dozure as an instructional aid is both enormous and
terribly exciting (Hunter, 1971). Several researchers have offered interesting ideas
regarding cloze in the classroom. Cranney (1968) suggested organizing material so
that the student's initial exposure to doze will be highly structured. He called this
process "fading" and observed that fading doze helps students organize their
thoughts. Along the same lines, Rankin and Overholser (1969) suggested preparing
materials first with every tenth word deleted, then every seventh word, and finally
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every fifth word. In this way, the students would begin with maximum context and
potential for success.
Kennedy (1974) suggested that students first be given only one sentence
with which to work. With this sentence, the student would practice interpreting
the overall meaning of a sentence with deletions. Next, the student would practice
verbalizing the missing words.

Eventually, the student would be led to see that

information given in the preceding or following sentences might be needed to find
the best word for the blank.
The possibilities for adaptation of the cloze concept are almost endless,
both in terms of structure and content. Teachers and students may experiment
with a variety of doze designs for deleting parts of any material.

Schoenfeld

(1980) cited that the adaptation of printed material requires careful structuring in
the cloze procedure format. Jongsma (1971, p. 17) offered the following formats
for constructing and introducing cloze passages:
1.

Any word cloze, based on every ~th deletions with a total of 50

2.

Aural-reading doze-based on random, every ~th deletion, but read

deletions.

orally by the teacher, while students read silently, with the teacher pausing 30
seconds at each deletion while the student wrote in his responses.
3.

Multiple-choice, structural doze - deletion of function words with

the deleted words paired with distracters of the same grammatical class and
randomly ordered after five deletions.
4.

Multiple-choice, lexical doze with every fifth deletion of nouns,

main verbs, or adjectives using the same multiple-choice format mentioned.
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A less difficult multiple choice form of the doze procedure was
introduced by Guthrie O973). He called it the maze procedure. Guthrie, Seifert,
Burnham, and Caplan (1974) cited that the appropriate description of the maze
procedure is that it is a meaningful sentence selection task. In performing the
task, the subject looks at the words surrounding the alternatives. He then selects a
word he recognizes as suitable for the meaningful and grammatical completion of
the sentence.

To perform a given item correctly, the subject must process an

entire sentence that has not been seen previously in terms of its substance. Thus,
the task qualifies as a reading comprehension measure rather than a measure of
memory, learning, or oral language (p. 166).
Assuming that reading primarily involves the construction of meaning
from printed language, the valid assessment of comprehension is crucial for
appropriate reading instruction (Jongsma, 1977). Guthrie (1973) offered the maze
procedure as one informal means of assessing reading comprehension.

As stated,

the maze procedure is a modification of the doze procedure (Guthrie, 1973). The
maze procedure utilizes multiple-choice items, while the doze procedure utilizes
completion items.

Guthrie (1973) recommended the following directions for

developing a maze procedure reading inventory, consisting of three options per
maze item:

(1) the correct word, (2) a syntactically incorrect word, and (3) a

syntactically correct but semantically incorrect word. For example •••
book
He was reading a

car
quickly

The subject reads the material silently and circles the alternative which
he believes is correct. The number or percentage that the subject circles correctly
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indicates the level of his comprehension of that passage. For example, if a subject
was given a 100-word passage with 20 maze items and he answered 15 items
correctly, it could be said that he understood the passage with 75% proficiency
(Guthrie, 1973).
The criteria for assessing reading levels (when using the maze procedure)
are as follows (Guthrie et al., 1974):
instructional level, 60-90%;

independent level, 90% and above;

and frustration level, below 60%.

Evidence con-

cerning the reliability and validity of the maze procedure was presented by Guthrie

0 973). He examined sentence comprehension and the use of syntactic cues during
silent reading for a group including disabled readers, old normal readers, and young
normal readers. The validity of the measure was assessed by correlating the total
number correct with a standardized test grade level score.

The correlation

between the maze procedure and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test was .85;
the correlation between the maze procedure and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test was .82. These high positive correlations illustrate the high agreement
between the maze and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests.

Reliabilities were

computed with the Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 for all passages. The reliabilities
were .93, .93, .90, .90, .92, .90, and .91, respectively. If the goal of comprehension
measurement is to obtain reliable and valid measures, the maze procedure appears
to hold promise as an informal reading assessment for use in the initiating of
instructions, as well as monitoring student progress.
A review of the literature refers to the doze procedure, regardless of
format, for both its versatility and simplicity and for its use as a diagnostic and
teaching tool. The additional benefits of ease of construction and administration
make the doze a potentially valuable instrument for the classroom teacher.
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Smith (1971) had provided strong evidence for the value of the cloze
procedure in reading research. He offered three key concepts that make the cloze
procedure valuable in testing. He first stated that cloze is not a test but rather a
means or technique by which one can devise a test. This concept is important in
t hat, while many tests exist, there are very few elegant means of testing which can
readily be understood and utilized by people with little or no training in research
technology.

His second concept was that of systematic common techniques by

which one can test (multiple choice, free recall, sentence completion, essay, etc.),
all of which involve an experimental variable. The test-maker selects and frames
the items to be tested and determines the correct answers. When using the cloze
procedure, the test-maker selects only the text. The procedure dictates the test
items, and thus the experimenter variable is more fully controlled.

His third

concept concerned the passage used. While the passage chosen affects the results
and while an ill-advised selection can produce confounded conclusions, the cloze
procedure provides a measure of control. However, it should be used only with a
passage which is sufficient and complete.
Anderson (1976) described the cloze procedure as a "simple technique"
which measures how well a reader understands what he has read:
Cloze procedure consists of a set of rules for constructing
cloze tests over samples of written materials, administering
these tests to subjects and scoring them, determining from the
cloze scores the degree of comprehension of the written
materials. • •• Words of a passage are systematically deleted
in some mechanical way and replaced by blanks, usually of a
standard length.

The technique may be used at primary,
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secondary, and tertiary levels;

it may be used with a wide

variety of material from narrative and descriptive to technical
and scientific; it may be used with oral as well as written
material. (p. 6)
The cloze test has become very attractive to the classroom teacher for
its ease of construction, lack of bias, ease of scoring, adaptability, and ready
availability of forms (Streiff, 1979). The cloze test is extremely flexible in that it
can test not only language proficiency but reading comprehension and subject area
information as well.
What distinguishes a cloze test from an ordinary deletion test is the fact
that it is completely replicable because it uses definite rules for deletion.

This

replicability makes it, despite its simplicity, a valid measure for classroom use
(Bormuth, 1973).

Literature Related to Word Identification
in Assessing Reading Ability
The relationship between vocabulary and comprehension is one of the
few clearly established factors in assessing reading ability. In part, this is due to a
lack of consensus on definition. "Word recognition" is defined by Johnson and Kress
(1974) merely as "reading words aloud," whereas Arnold and Miller (1976) include
meaning clues, visual analysis, structural analysis, phonics, and dictionary skills, all
under the rubric of word recognition.
Bormuth 0974) has stated, "Probably the source of this dismal situation
is the fact that comprehension is presently defined almost solely in terms of
mental processes." However, comprehension cannot be said to exist apart from the
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tasks by which it is measured (Tuinman, 1972). Tuinman (1972) further stated, "The
degree to which one comprehends must always be expressed in terms of the
behavior accepted as a demonstration of that comprehension."
In reviewing literature on word identification, it was noted that several
st udies reported positive correlations between word identification in isolation and
word identification in context.

For instance, Spache (1963) cited several studies

with correlations as high as .89 between word-list scores and instructional levels as
determined by reading in context.

While suggesting that the data do not

necessarily indicate the same skills are being assessed, Spache (1972) noted that
"recognition vocabulary plays a large part in oral reading performance" (p. 32).
Similarly, Shankweiler and Liberman (1972) presented correlations between wordlist and paragraph reading to buttress their argument that students encounter the
major difficulty in learning to read at the word level. They further argued that a
"student's reading of connected text tends to be only as good or as poor as his
reading of individual words" (p. 298).
These studies and others in a similar vein seem either to explicitly state
or at least imply that tests of word identification in isolation can be used to
predict accuracy of word recognition when reading in context or to prescribe
inst ructional strategies to develop word recognition in context (Durrell, 1955;
Bryant, 1965; Bond&:. Tinker, 1973; Harris&:. Sipay, 1975).
In defining reading, some people concentrate on the meaningful interpre-

t ation of printed material, others on the process of decoding. Weiner and Cromer
(1967) pointed out that definitions of the reading process differ in their emphasis
on "identification" (producing the oral label for the printed word) and "comprehension" (understanding the word).

-

- ~--------------------------■
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An unprecedented interest in reading as comprehending (as opposed to
pronouncing words) is evident by a cursory look through current reading journals
and convention programs.

There are three groups of theorists in the field of

reading, and all three groups suggest different models of instruction for how people
learn to read.

One group of researchers and reading experts suggests that

beginning readers start learning to read by recognizing letters and the sounds they
represent. In other words, reading is seen as a decoding process.
instruction is placed on the pronunciation of words.
primary emphasis in the initial stages.

Emphasis in

Phonics instruction is the

In reviewing literature on reading

processes, it was noted that this view of reading is ref erred to as the "bottom-up"
model of reading (Pearson and Kamil, 1978). Many contemporary reading experts
(Fries, 1963; Gough, 1976; LaBearge &: Samuels, 1974) have supported this view and
have defined reading primarily as a process of decoding written symbols to the
sounds that they typically represent. Thus, word parts and words are processed
individually and sequentially and meaning derives directly from them. An example
of such a view would be Flesch's (1955) definition,

"Reading means getting

meaning from certain combinations of letters. Teach the child what each letter
stands for and he can read" (p. 10).
In opposition, another group of researchers suggests that other considerations are equally as important as decoding words. This group supports the
"top-down" processing model of reading instruction. They believe that there are
several other factors that dictate what happens when a person is processing print.
Supporters of this model (Goodman, 1973; Smith, 1971; Levin &: Kaplan, 1970;
Hockberg, 1970) share the common view that readers rely heavily on their language
skills and their knowledge about the world to make confirmations and predictions
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about what they read.

Decoding the words is important in the process, but

decoding takes place often when a reader is able to make predictions about the test
(Longnion, 1981). Stanovich (1980) summarized the major difference between the
two models of instruction:

"Top-down analyses start with hypotheses and then

attempt to verify them by processing the stimulas, whereas bottom-up analyses
start by processing the stimuli" (p. 32). [ sic l
The third group of theorists support the "interactive" view of reading
processing. This theory views reading as a process by which readers use both the
text and information about their world to process meaning of print (Rumelhart,
1977). Thus, this interactive process occurs at all levels of processing, including
basic word recognition (Stanovich, 1980).

These theorists contended that the

reader uses text and his own background experiences and knowledge to reconstruct
his own interpretation of a given selection. In summary, they adopt part of the
"bottom-up" view and affirm that both are important.

They also say that the

knowledge one has is equally important. The reader uses both and relies on text
more when his background in the topic is limited (Stanovich, 1980). Proponents of
this theory are Anderson, Spiro, and Anderson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1977; and
Stanovich, 1980.
In summary, the top-down model suggests that instruction should begin
with the teaching of phonics or other decoding skills. Emphasis is placed on the
pronunciation of words rather than on the understanding of what is read.

The

bottom-up model suggests strongly that emphasis be given to the understanding of
what is read.

Stress is placed on comprehension rather than decoding.

The

"interactive" model suggests that a balance of skills and practice in reading should
occur.

Both top-down and bottom-up models are seen to be important in the
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teaching of reading.
It is evident that reading involves both of these processes. Mackworth
(1972) has defined successful reading as the achievement of a three-way synthesis
among meaning, the spoken word, and the written word. Specifically, training in
recognizing the object referred to, knowing its name, and recognizing its name in
print appears to interact; as a result, the reader experiences word recognition in
the full sense of both decoding the printed symbols and understanding what they
refer to.

These syntheses can be both tested for and taught. For a diagnostic

instrument of reading ability to be of maximal value, it must afford opportunities
to examine as many aspects of a reader's behavior as possible.

-

Literature Related to Cloze and Readability

i., .
X:

According to Ekwall (1976), Taylor's designation of the doze procedure
as a measure of readability represented a significant breakthrough.

Al though

Taylor (1957) first reported the use of the doze procedure, it was Bormuth's
(1969b) research that brought attention to the doze procedure.

He specifically

researched the use of the doze procedure to derive "the percentage of correct
answers equivalent to the independent, instructional, frustration reading levels, and
to derive information on readability" (p. 360).
Readability, according to Klare (1963), refers to "the ease of understanding written materials due to the style of writing used" (p. 19).

Chall (1949)

def ined readability as the sum total (including interaction) of all elements within
the written material that affect the success a reader will have with it. Both Kla
(1975) and Chall (1949) agreed that readability is associated with the comprc:
sion on learning that takes place as a result of the reading. They also agre•

..

...
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the speed with which an individual reads material and an individual's preference for
the material can be affected by readability.
Smith and Fay (1973) stated that the purpose of the readability formula,
graph, or scale is to have the best predictor possible for matching suitability of the
material with the functioning reading level of the individual learner. They added
that the learner cannot be successful unless instructional materials are readable.
The following suggestions were made by Carstens and McKeag (1975) in an effort
to help the adult educator do the necessary matching based upon what information
and materials are available.
1.

When the reading skill of the reader is known and reading materials

are available at an appropriate level of readability, all that would be required of
the adult educator is to make the existing reading materials available to the
reader.
2.

When the reading skill of the reader is known but no reading

materials are available at the appropriate level of readability, it would be
necessary for the adult educator to rewrite the materials to the correct level of
readability.
3.

When the reader's skill is unknown, three possibilities, or a combina-

tion of the three, could be used: (a) supply reading materials at two or more levels
of readability and allow the participants to choose the level of readability they
believe most suitable, (b) measure the participant's reading skill with a standardized reading test and choose reading materials based on the findings, or
(c) develop a doze passage out of material(s) being considered and choose
materials that are appropriate based on the doze.

"

l
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Carstens and McKeag (1975) suggested that two factors will result in
increasing acceptance of reading as a primary or auxiliary method of instruction.
These were a greater awareness of the readability of written materials used in
adult education and a concentrated effort to match the readability of the materials
with the reader's skill. Moreover, they suggested that these factors should also
result in greater learning, greater acceptance of written materials, and reduced
time per selection of material read.
Hittleman (1973) cited that one confusion which appears frequently in
the literature on the use of reading materials arises from the means for
determining whether or not a set of materials is readable. The confusion seems to
result from whether one is attempting to predict or to measure the degree of
readability of any test. Hittleman (1973) proposed that readability is a "moment"
at which time the reader's emotional, cognitive, and linguistic backgrounds interact
with each other, with the topic, with the proposed purpose for doing the reading,
and with the author's choice of semantic and syntactic structures all within a
particular setting. At such a "moment," the material is a constant on which two
main sets of forces are being exerted, the characteristic of the reader and the
elements of the situation actual and perceived.
Harris (1976) wrote that educators who attempt to predict the difficulty
of a message seek to use those characteristics of the material that will place it
within a continuum of selections whose readability scores have already been
established. On the other hand, Harris noted that those who attempt to measure
readability seek to estimate the reader's understanding of that material as a
function of the reader's language competence, the subject matter of the message,
and the syntactic and morphologic complexity of the message. Both approaches
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have been examined in an attempt to identify a means for judging the suitability of
instructional materials for effective and efficient learning by a particular pupil
population.
The most common means for predicting the readability of materials is
through the use of standard readability formulas (Dale & Chall, 1948; Fry, 1968;
Harris & Sipay, 1975; Spache, 1968), which use factors such as vocabulary and
sentence difficulty to sample "those characteristics of reading material which
made for ease or difficulty in reading comprehension" (Harris & Si pay, 1975, p.
658).

Harris and Sipay 0975) reported that standard formulas have four major

shortcomings:
1.

A criterion of comprehensibility cannot be reliably determined.

2.

Word frequency and sentence length do not stand in a simple

relationship to reading difficulty.
3.

The formulas may be of dubious value when used with pupils or

materials dissimilar to those used in computing the formulas originally.
4.

They do not consider difficulty caused by factors such as concept

load, format of the materials, organization of the ideas, or the writing patterns.
Recently, much attention has been given to the role that syntactic
complexity (factors other than sentence length) plays in determining the readability of written materials. There exists both a formula of syntactic complexity
(Botel, Dawkins, & Granowsky, 1973) and a means for establishing a syntactic
density score (Kidder & Golub, 1974). Some of the criticisms of standard formulas
can be raised about syntactic complexity or sentence density measures.
First, they do not measure readability under natural conditions; that is,
the interaction between the reader and the written message is not sampled.
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Second, these measures do not take into consideration the context in which the
sentences occur. Third, the sentence measures do not account for the factor of
concept load. Fourth, the formulas at present are only heuristic. Furthermore,
little empiric evidence has been provided that indicates the assigned weights truly
represent a real order of difficulty (Hittleman, 1973).
Other researchers have attempted to predict readability through (1) the
study of the effects of lexical density, the role of different types of grammatical
units, and the difficulty of different transformations (Carroll, 1971);

(2) the

relative difficulty of different word classes (Lesgold, 1973; Stodt, 1972); and (3) the
effect of paragraph structure and organization (Carver, 1974; Crothers, 1971;
Peters, 1975). While these studies provided insight into factors that might affect
the readability of passages, the insights have been put to use only in an attempt to
predict readability (Hittleman, 1973).
Recent research by Siegel (1974) looked upon the doze not as a predictor
of readability but as an accurate measure of readability. The rationale was that
the doze procedure takes into account the interaction between and among the
reader, the material, and the reading situation (Bormuth, 1971; Carroll, 1971). A
great deal of research has attempted to validate the doze procedure (the
systematic deletion of every !!th word) as a means for estimating the readability of
material (Bormuth, 1969b). The estimates of readability obtained through its use
seem to be much more reliable than those obtained through the use of standard
formulas (Hittleman, 1973).
Since doze procedure scores are percentages, some way had to be
created for translating them into meaningful scores of readability. Bormuth (1971)
has identified scores that represent a

desirable level of performance on
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instructional materials that account for certain variables.

Examples of these

variables are (1) the reader's learning, retention, and transfer of information,
(2) the reader's rate of reading and response, (3) the reader's preference for the
subject matter, style, and difficulty of the passage and willingness to study it, and
(4) the effects on the reader's self-concept and attitudes from having studied the
material. In essence, readability scores identified by Bormuth (1971) were shown
to vary depending upon the grade level of the readers and the purpose for which the
material was to be used.
The cloze procedure measures readability, whereas various formulas
predict it. Concerning readability, Hittleman (1973) ordered the following recommendations:
1.

Avoid the use of predictive formulas which usually have arbitrarily

assigned grade equivalents or are capable of establishing only a rank order of
difficulty according to some criteria.

Although formulas will provide some

indication of the relative difficulty of different materials in relation to each other,
they will not provide useful information about whether or not those materials are
readable by a group of pupils.
2.

Use some form of the cloze procedure. The cloze procedure is the

only available procedure which can take into account, in a natural setting, the
constraints of the language system of the reading matter, the reading ability and
other characteristics of the reader, and the background information needed by the
reader.
3.

Do not use the same criteria of success for all age groups, for all

materials, and for all purposes. There are some established criteria available for
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use at different grade levels when reading for different purposes (Bormuth, 1971,
1975). These can provide teachers with quick interpretations of cloze scores.
In terms of instructional purposes, readability should be viewed as ever
changing (Lowry &. Marr, 1974).

They further emphasize that standards deter-

mining what is readable and judgments determing what is understandable should
always be relative to a particular instructional situation. Carver (1974) added that,
with current knowledge of the factors that are interacting during an act of reading,
it is inexcusable to rely solely upon some artificial and arbitrary means for
classifying reading materials.
There is now much evidence that the cloze procedure has been validated
as a measure of readability. It was quickly assumed to be superior to standard
readability formulas (Alderson, 1978). One of the advantages of the doze method
of assessing readability is that it provides an objective criterion for deciding
whether a given reader can profit from reading the material in question (Elley,
1976). Hittleman (1973) concluded that the doze has two important advantages. It
allows pupils to bring knowledge and understanding of the content area and topic
being read, and it encourages anticipation and expectation of the purposes and the
objectives of the reading lesson.
In short, the doze procedure is the only available procedure in which a
measure is taken of the interaction between characteristics of the reader and the
written message.

This interaction occurs under the influence of a particular

instructional situation in a natural setting (Hittleman, 1973).

The doze makes

fewer assumptions about the abilities of the readers. Rather than systematically
counting the elements presumed to be difficult, it manages to measure all their
effects at once (Elley, 1976). Finally, if used with proper precautions, the doze
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procedure will yield valid, reliable information about reading ability, language,
maturity, and the readability of written materials.
The doze test has been classified as an integrative or pragmatic
measure of reading skills (Oller, 1979).

Taylor (19 53) called the doze unit a

"common denominator" of communication success because it stresses not so much
meaning as it does language-use correspondence. The doze test capitalizes on the
t endency to close gaps and fill in the blanks by requesting the reader to provide
missing information based upon predictions about what should occur within the
conte xt.
The literature review points favorably to the doze procedure for both its
versatility and simplicity and for its use as a diagnostic and teaching tool. The
additional benefits of ease of construction, administration, and scoring make the
doze a potentially valuable instrument for the classroom teacher.

Chapter 3
DESIGN OF THE INVESTIGATION

The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether significant
correlations exist between comprehension and vocabulary scores on the maze
procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests when these instruments are
administered to incarcerated adults. When using the maze procedure test and the
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests as measures, this investigation was designed to
answer the following questions:
1.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant
correlation between the comprehension scores?
2.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant
correlation between the vocabulary scores?
3.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant correlation between the comprehension scores?
4.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant correlation between the vocabulary scores?
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5.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a
significant correlation between the comprehension scores?
6.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a
significant correlation between the vocabulary scores?
In consideration of the questions raised in this investigation, specific null
hypotheses were generated to test for significant correlations or significant
relations relative to each question. This chapter describes the procedures used in
testing the null hypotheses as follows:
1.

Research Design.

2.

Subjects and Sampling Procedures.

3.

Data Collection Procedures.

4.

Scoring Procedures.

5.

Instrumentation.

6.

Data Analysis.

Research Design
This investigation was conducted using descriptive research procedures.
Huck, Cormier, and Bounds (1974) defined the purpose of descriptive research as
describing things the way they are rather than investigating cause-and-effect
relationships. Isaac and Michael (1974) noted that descriptive research does not
necessarily seek or explain relationships, make predictions, or get at meanings and
implications. Rather, its primary concern is to · describe systematically the facts,
characteristics, and factual and accurate comparisons and evaluations of a given
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population or area of interest. Therefore, the research design which was used in
this study is shown below.

o2 -

-- -

o3

Group A:

R

O1 - - - -

GroupB:

R

o 1 ----02 ----0 3

Where:
Group A =

Proficient readers

Group B

=

Nonproficient readers

R

=

Random assignments of subjects to groups

o1

=

Observations (Test of Adult Basic Education, Level M, Form 10)

o2

=

Observations (maze procedure tests)

o3

=

Observations (Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests)

=

Absence of formal treatment between observations

Subjects and Sampling Procedures

This investigation utilized subjects attending academic classes in the
Windham School System (WSS), Texas Department of Corrections (TDC), in
Huntsville, Texas. The Windham School System provides academic and vocational
classes for inmates who are not already graduates of an accredited high school.
The program is delivered through the combined efforts of more than 500 staff
members and an individualized, nongraded curriculum. Inmates who achieve less
than a fifth-grade equivalent on a standardized test are required to attend school
at least six hours per week. Over 20,000 inmates attend Windham classes during a
school year. The average class size is 15-18 students.
Currently, there are 25 Texas Department of Corrections units covering
over a 300-mile area. The name of each unit was placed in a box, and ten units
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(Appendix F) were randomly selected from the box to facilitate data collection.
Class rosters of the ten units were examined to determine the total number of
students enrolled in academic classes.

Those falling into one or more of the

following categories were not used in the investigation:
1.

Those students who had been in a regular academic class less than

three months.
2.

Those students who had not been assessed by the Test of Adult Basic

Education.
3.

Those students who had a reading score less than 4.0 and greater

than 12.0 as measured by the Test of Adult Basic Education.
After all inmates in the preceding categories were eliminated, a
population of 1,300 subjects was available for this investigation. To determine the
appropriate sample size (5=297) of a given population (N=l,300), the investigator
referred to Cornett and Beckner's (1975) published table (Appendix G). The sample
for this investigation (N=299) was randomly selected by taking every third name
from the alphabetical class rosters of the ten units randomly selected for this
investigation.

This procedure of selecting every !!th name from an alphabetized

list was suggested by Isaac and Michael (1974) as an approved method of
randomization.

Subjects ranged in age from 17-60 years.

Blacks, Mexican-

Americans, and Anglo-Americans were the dominant ethnic groups represented in
the investigation.

The homogeneous nature of these classes as well as the

frequency with which they meet made them a population with greater accessibility
for testing for purposes of this investigation.

Table 1 provides a summary of

demographic information of subjects participating in the investigation.
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Table l
Summary of Demographic Data

Trait

Number of
subjects
(N=299)

Group

Proficient readers (Group A)
Nonproficient readers (Group B)

174
125

Age

16-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51+

71
139
59
25

5

Sex
Male
Female

Ethnic Class
Anglo
Mexican-American
Black
Other
Language
English
Spanish
Other

258

41
112

77

107
3

219

78
2

The Test of Adult Basic Education, Level M, Form 1, reading scores were
used to classify types of readers for the investigation. Subjects with a reading
score of 6.0 to 9.0 were identified as proficient readers, Group A (N= 174). Subjects
with a reading score of 4.0 to 5.9 were identified as nonproficient readers, Group B
(N=125).
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Data Collection Procedures
Data for this investigation were collected by the investigator at the
Texas Department of Corrections Windham School System during the spring of
1983. To determine whether significant correlations exist between the vocabulary
and comprehension scores on the maze procedure test scores and the GatesMacGinitie Reading Test scores, the investigator first administered the maze
procedure comprehension test to subjects participating in the investigation. The
directions were standard for all subjects. Subjects were instructed to read a maze
passage silently and mark an "x" in the circle by the one word that best fit in the
sentence. Next, subjects were administered the vocabulary test using words from
the maze passage. Subjects were required to read orally 50 deleted words from the

:

I

I

maze passage. The words were presented one at a time in a random order. The
subject's ability to pronounce each word was assessed by putting a check mark

I

'• I

'

r 'I

I

I

• I

'' 1
'1
' I

after each error.

After a 15-minute rest period, subjects were administered the

Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test (which was a 25-minute timed test). They
were instructed to read prose passages containing blank spaces, to find the word
that made the best sense in the blank, and to put an "x" on the word.

Next,

subjects performed the vocabulary portion of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests
(which was a 15-minute timed test).

The vocabulary test sampled the students'

reading vocabulary. This test contained 50 items, each consisting of a test word
followed by five other words, one of which was similar in meaning to the test word.
The student's task was to choose the word that meant most nearly the same as the
test word.

The first items were composed of easy and commonly used words.

Gradually the words became less common and more difficult. Raw scores were
computed by counting the total number of items which the student chose ~orrectly.

~I

I

~ 'i
• tI
~I

"' LI
J •I
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Scoring Procedure

A Scan-Tron (OMR) Test Scorer was used to score the comprehension
portion for both the maze and the Gates-MacGinitie tests. The tests were scored
using an exact word scoring method, which means that only the actual word deleted
from the passage was accepted as a correct response. The vocabulary portions for
the maze procedure test were hand-scored, counting as an error the following:
(1) each mispronounced or omitted word, (2) words which took more than five
seconds to pronounce, (3) more than one pronunciation for words, and (4) incorrect
word endings.

Raw scores were obtained from both tests by counting the total

number of correct responses subjects had obtained on each task. Once subjects'
raw scores on each test had been obtained, appropriate statistical procedures were
applied to analyze the data.

Instrumentation
The instruments used in this investigation were the maze procedure test
and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Survey E, Form 1. The maze procedure
test was constructed by the investigator, and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests
were commercially published. Each was administered by the investigator and is
discussed in the sections which follow.

Maze Procedure.

The doze passage was constructed using the maze

technique. Guthrie et al. (1974) called it the maze technique because the usual
doze blank is replaced by three words. For example:
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car
He was reading a

book
quickly

One of the three choices is the correct answer; another is syntactically acceptable
but semantically inappropriate.

The third choice is both syntactically and

semantically inappropriate (Guthrie et al., 1974). Criteria for the three levels of
reading comprehension when using the maze technique are as follows (Guthrie
et al., 1974):
Independent level
Instructional level
Frustration level

90% and above
60-69%
Below 60%
I

• I

The relationship between the doze and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

,I
:I

''

Tests was determined by using the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation method.
The correlation between the maze procedure test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie
Vocabulary Test scores was .85; the correlation between the maze procedure
comprhension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores was
.82. These high positive correlations illustrate the high relationships between the
maze and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests. Reliabilities were computed with
the Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 for all passages. The reliabilities were .93, .93,
.90, .90, .92, .90, and .91, respectively. Guthrie (1973) concluded that this showed
that performance on short passages was likely to be internally consistent and would
probably be similar across short periods of time.
The maze passage for this investigation consisted of 304 words with 50
deletions. The Fry (1968) readability formula was used to determine an approximate reading level of difficulty (7.0) for the passage. To confirm this readability
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level, the folloiwng readability formulas were calculated via computer: Fog (7.0),
Holmquist (6.4), ARI (6.0), Flesch-Kincaid (8.0), Powers (6.0), Coleman (7.0), and
Dale-Chall (6.0) (Micro Power & Light Co., 1982). The passage contained a series
of sentences extracted from a story about entertainer, Louis Armstrong.

The

passage was modified by substituting three alternative words for every deleted
word which included the correct word, an incorrect word that was the same form
(verb, noun, function word, modifier) as the correct word, and an incorrect word
that was a different form of the correct word.
In the spring of 1982, the investigator conducted a pilot study to
establish reliability coefficients for the maze procedure.

Because all 25 Texas

Department of Corrections units were accessible and due to the large enrollments
of the classes at the time, the pilot sample consisted of 481 (male and female)
incarcerated readers.
12+.

The subjects' reading ability ranged from level O to level

Available students attending Windham School System regular academic

classes were administered maze procedure passages, developed from academic
instructional materials as follows (Appendix C): Scale I and Scale II consisted of
equivalent passages ranging from level 2.0 to level 12+. Three subtest scores and a
total score were obtained from each scale. The Pearson .!:. and the Spearman RankOrder statistical procedures were applied to compute the eight variables. Table 2
presents the findings.

The Pearson .!:. resulted in a correlation of .84, and the

Spearman Rank-Order was .85.

The correlations for the Pearson r and the

Spearman Rank-Order were determined by computing Variable 114 (total of
subscores from Scale I) with Variable /18 (total of subscores from Scale II).
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Table 2
Correlation Matrix - Maze Scale I with Maze Scale II

Pilot Study (N=481)
1

2

3

1.0000
0.6569
0.3854
0.7377
0.8355
0.6262
0.3606
0.6848

1.0000
0.6556
0.9060
0.6832
0.8112
0.5715
0.8070

1.0000
0.8371
0.4124
0.5930
0.6909
0.6834

4

5

6

7

8

Pearson r

Var.
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

1.0000
0.7098 1.0000
0.7907 0.6994 1.0000
0.6557 0.4162 0.6304 1.0000
0.8442 0.7919 0.9170 0.8313

1.0000
I

I

'I

,I

.'

lJ

ll

Spearman Rank-Order

'1:,

Var.
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

1.0000
0.7052
0.4412
0.7634
0.7851
0.6894
0.4126
0.7350

I •i
.• l,I
1,

1.0000
0.7382
0.9177
0.6958
0.8097
0 .6135
0.8221

Identification of Variables:
Scale I
1 = Passage I
2 = Passage II
3 = Passage III
4 = Total of subscores

• ~I

1.0000
0.8343
0.4607
0.6364
0.6762
0.6746

l •I

1.0000
0.7291 1.0000
0.7992 0.7559 1.0000
0.6419 0.4920 0.7136 1.0000
0.8504 0.8433 0.9341 0.7964

Scale II
5 = Passage I
6 = Passage II
7 = Passage III
8 = Total of subscores

n
1.0000
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Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests. The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test is

well established with norms based on nationwide standardizations (Buros, 1978).
The test was administered to a sample of approximately 40,000 pupils in 38
communities (Gates & MacGinitie, 1965).

The communities participating in the

standardization were carefully selected on the basis of geographic location, size,
and socioeconomic level to assure a representative sample of pupils at all grade
levels (Gates & MacGinitie, 1965).

Reliability coefficients for Survey E on the

alternate form ranged from .80 for ninth graders to .81 for seventh graders
(comprehension). Vocabulary coefficients ranged from .83 for ninth graders to .78
fo r seventh graders. Split-half reliability coefficients ranged from .89 for ninth
graders to .94 for seventh graders (comprehension). Vocabulary reliability for ninth
graders to seventh graders is .88 (Gates & MacGinitie, 1965). Thus, the GatesMacGinitie Reading Test results appear to provide an accurate measure of
assessing students' instructional reading level.

Data Analysis

Data for this investigation were gathered for 299 randomly selected
subjects attending academic classes in the Windham School System, Texas Department of Corrections. Each subject took four reading tests: the maze procedure
comprehension test, the maze procedure vocabulary test, the Gates-MacGinitie
Comprehension Test, and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test.

The predicted

variables (criterion/dependent) in this investigation were vocabulary and comprehension scores on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, while vocabulary and
comprehension scores on the maze procedure test served as predictor or independent variables. To determine relationships between the predicted and predictor
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variable (maze procedure), this investigation used the Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation method <!_). Correlation coefficients were computed to determine the
following: (1) the magnitude of the relationship (the degree to which the variables,
comprehension and vocabulary scores, on the maze and Gates-MacGinitie vary
together) and (2) the direction of the relationship (whether the maze procedure and
the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test scores vary together positively or whether they
vary inversely or negatively).

The Statistical Package (STP) from Western

Michigan University was used to analyze the data. The .05 probability level was
preestablished as a criterion for supporting or not supporting the null hypotheses.

.,o,
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,:
ANALYSIS
OF DATA

This investigation was designed to determine whether significant corre
lations exist between the comprehension and vocabulary scores on the maze
procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests when these instruments
were administered to incarcerated adults. The sample population consisted of 299
randomly selected adult readers incarcerated in the Texas Department of Correc
tions, Huntsville, Texas; 258 were males (8696 ) and 41 were females (1496). There
were 174, proficient readers (5896 ) and 125 nonproficient readers (4,296).

Specifi

cally, this investigation was designed to answer the following questions:
1.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant

•·

correlation between the comprehension scores?
2.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to incarcerated adult readers, is there a significant
correlation between the vocabulary scores?
3.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a
significant correlation between the comprehension scores?
4.

t ,.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

-.·

Tests are administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a
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significant correlation between the vocabulary scores?
5.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests are administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a
significant correlation between the comprehension scores?
6.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests a re administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers, is there a
significant correlation between the vocabulary scores?
Data from this investigation were analyzed to determine relationships
between the various test scores as stipulated by the research questions. Pearson
Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients (.!) were computed to determine if
relationships did in fact exist. The .05 probability level was used as a criterion to
support or not to support each of the null hypotheses. That is, if the computed .!:.
value was equal to or greater than the table value for N-2 degrees of freedom at
t he .05 probability level (Appendix H), the null hypotheses were not supported.
This chapter presents the results and summary tables of the correlations (.!) the
degrees of freedom, and the levels of significance.

Results

Ho :
1

There is no significant correlation between the maze proce-

dure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores when administered to incarcerated adult readers.
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Table 3 presents a summary of these findings.

The maze procedure

comprehension test scores correlated positively <.!:_=.60) and significantly (p<.01)
with the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores. Therefore, this hypothesis
was not supported, and it was concluded that there was a significant correlation
between the maze procedure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie
Comprehension Test scores when administered to incarcerated adult readers.

Table 3
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients of
Maze Procedure Comprehension Test Scores with
Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test Scores
(n=299)

Correlation

(!:_)

df

Level of
significance

.60

297

.01

Maze
Gates-MacGinitie

Ho 2:

There is no significant correlation between the maze proce-

dure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test
scores when administered to incarcerated adult readers.

Table 4 presents a summary of these findings.

The maze procedure

vocabulary test scores correlated positively (!:=.33) and significantly (p< .01) with
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the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores. Therefore, this hypothesis was not
supported, and it was concluded that there was a significant correlation between
the maze procedure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary
Test scores when administered to incarcerated adult readers.
Table 4
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients of
Maze Procedure Vocabulary Test Scores with
Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test Scores
(n=299)
Correlation

(!:_)

df

Level of
significance

.33

297

.01

Maze
Gates-MacGinitie

Ho 3:

There is no significant correlation between the maze proce-

dure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores when administered to proficient incarcerated adult
readers.

Analysis of the data presented in Table 5 indicates the following.

The

maze procedure comprehension test scores correlated positively (r=.48) and significantly (p<.01) with the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores. Therefore,
this hypothesis was not supported, and it was concluded that there was a significant
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correlation between the maze procedure comprehension test scores and the GatesMacGinitie Comprehension Test scores when administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers.

Table .5
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients of
Maze Procedure Comprehension Test Scores with Gates-MacGinitie
Comprehension Test Scores for Proficient Readers
(n:174)

Correlation

(£)

df

Level of
significance

.48

172

.01

Maze
Gates-MacG initie

Ho 4:

There is no significant correlation between the maze proce-

dure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test
scores when administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers.

Table 6 presents a summary of these findings.

The maze procedure

vocabulary test scores correlated positively <£=.50) and significantly (p <.0l) with
the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores. Therefore, this hypothesis was not
supported. It was concluded that there was a significant correlation between the
maze procedure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test
scores when administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers.
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Table 6
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients of
Maze Procedure Vocabulary Test Scores with Gates-MacGinitie
Vocabulary Test Scores for Proficient Readers
(n=174)
Correlation

(£)

df

Level of
significance

.50

172

.01

Maze
Gates-MacGinitie

Ho 5 :

There is no significant correlation between the maze proce-

dure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult
readers.

Table 7 presents the findings of this analysis.

The maze procedure

comprehension test scores correlated positively <£=.47) and significantly (p<.01)
with the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores. Therefore, this hypothesis
was not supported.

It was concluded that there was a significant correlation

between the maze procedure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie
Comprehension Test scores when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult
readers.
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Table 7
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients of
Maze Procedure Comprehension Test Scores with Gates-MacGinitie
Comprehension Test Scores for Nonproficient Readers
(n=l25)
Correlation
(!)

df

Level of
significance

.47

123

.01

Maze
Gates-MacG initie

Ho 6:

There is no significant correlation between the maze proce-

dure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test
scores when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers.

Table 8 presents a summary of these findings.

The maze procedure

vocabulary test scores correlated positively (!=.30) and significantly (p <.0l) with
the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores. Therefore, this hypothesis was not
supported. It was concluded that there was a significant correlation between the
maze procedure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test
scores when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers.
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Table 8
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients of
Maze Procedure Vocabulary Test Scores with Gates-MacGinitie
Vocabulary Test Scores for Nonproficient Readers
(n= 125)
Correlation

(!)

df

Level of
significance

.30

123

.01

Maze
Gates-MacGinitie

Summary
1.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests were administered to incarcerated adult readers, there was a significant
(p< .0 1) correlation between the comprehension scores (r=.60).
2.

When the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests were administered to incarcerated adult readers, there was a significant
(p< .0 1) correlation between the vocabulary scores <.!::_=.33).
3.

When the maze procedure comprehension test and the Gates-

MacGinitie Comprehension Test were administered to proficient incarcerated adult
readers, there was a significant (p< .01) correlation between comprehension scores
<.!::_=.48).
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4.

When the maze procedure vocabulary test and the Gates-MacGinitie

Vocabulary Test were administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers, there
was a significant (p .01) correlation between the vocabulary test scores (p=.50).
5.

When the maze procedure comprehension test and the Gates-

MacGinitie Comprehension Test were administered to nonproficient incarcerated
adult readers, there was a significant (p< .01) correlation between the comprehension scores <.!:_=.47).
6.

When the maze procedure vocabulary test and the Gates-MacGinitie

Vocabulary Test were administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers,
there was a significant (p<.ol) correlation between the vocabulary test scores
(r=.30).

Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The major purpose of this investigation was to determine whether
significant correlations exist between the comprehension and vocabulary scores on
the maze procedure test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test when these
instruments are administered to incarcerated adults.

An ongoing concern of

academic teachers in the Windham School System is that of finding a valid and
reliable measure by which they can assess and monitor students' reading progress
on a regular basis. A potential solution to this problem may be achieved, provided

I
I

one could determine whether scores on the maze procedure test has positive

'I

I

• I

rJ
• I

correlations with scores on another valid and reliable instrument (Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Tests) designed to measure reading achievement.
The investigator did not attempt to control certain variables which were
related to the purpose of this investigation.

Methods of reading instruction and

time of test administration were assumed not to have an adverse effect on the
results of this investigation.

The investigator also assumed that attitudes and

motivation of the subjects and attitudes and enthusiasm of teachers would not alter
the results of this investigation.
The investigator conducted this investigation during the spring of 1983.
The sample (N=299) from the population (N=l,300) was randomly selected from
alphabetical class rosters of the ten Texas Department of Corrections units
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randomly selected for this investigation.

Subjects attended regular academic

classes in the Windham School System (Texas Department of Corrections). For this
investigation, the Test of Adult Basic Education, Level M, Form I, reading scores
were used to classify readers as proficient (Group A) and nonproficient (Group B).
Subjects with a reading score of 6.0 to 9.0 were identified as proficient readers,
Group A (N= 174). Subjects with a reading score of 4.0 to 5.9 were identified as
nonproficient readers, Group B (N= 125).

Hypotheses
The null hypotheses tested in this investigation were as follows:
Ho 1:

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure
I

I

comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores

.j
• I

when administered to incarcerated adult readers.
Ho 2:

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores when
administered to incarcerated adult readers.
Hoi

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores
when administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers.
Ho 4:

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores when
administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers.
Ho 5:

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Test scores
when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers.
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Ho 6:

There is no significant correlation between the maze procedure

vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores when
administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers.

Summary

According to the results of the statistical analyses, the summary is
presented as follows:
l.

There was a significant (p<.01) and positive (r=.60) correlation

between the maze procedure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie
Comprehension Test scores. The correlation of .60 is moderate, yet a substantial
correlation does exist between the maze procedure test scores and the GatesMacGinitie Reading Test scores when administered to incarcerated adult readers.
2.

There was a significant (p <.01) and positive (r=.33) correlation

between the maze procedure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie
Vocabulary Test scores. The correlation of .33 is relatively low for this task, yet a
definite but small correlation does exist between the two measures when administered to incarcerated adult readers.
3.

There was a significant (p<.01) and positive Cr=.48) correlation

between the maze procedure comprehension test scores and Gates-MacGinitie
Comprehension Test scores when administered to proficient incarcerated adult
readers.

The correlation of .48 is moderate, yet a substantial correlation does

exist between the two measures.
4.

There was a significant (p <.0l) and positive Cr=.50) correlation

between the maze procedure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie
Vocabulary Test scores when administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers.
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The correlation of .50 is moderate, yet a substantial correlation does exist between
the two measures.
5.

There was a significant (p<.05) and positive (r=.47) correlation

between the maze procedure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie
Comprehension Test scores when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult
readers.

The correlation of .47 is moderate, yet a substantial correlation does

exist between the two measures.
6.

There was a significant (p< .0 1) and positive (r=.30) correlation

between the maze procedure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie
Vocabulary Test scores when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult
readers. The correlation of .30 is relatively low for this task, yet a definite but
small correlation does exist between the two measures.

Conclusions

When comparing the maze procedure test scores (comprehension and
vocabulary) with the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test scores (comprehension and
vocabulary) using proficient and nonproficient readers, it was concluded that:
1.

A significant and positive correlation exists between the maze

procedure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension
Test scores when administered to incarcerated adult readers.
2.

A significant and positive correlation exists between the maze

procedure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores
when administered to incarcerated adult readers.
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3.

A significant and positive correlation exists between the maze

procedure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension
Test scores when administered to proficient incarcerated adult readers.
4.

A significant and positive correlation exists between the maze

procedure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores
when administered to incarcerated adult readers.
5.

A significant and positive correlation exists between the maze

procedure comprehension test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension
Test scores when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers.
6.

A significant and positive correlation exists between the maze

procedure vocabulary test scores and the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary Test scores

I

'

I'

when administered to nonproficient incarcerated adult readers.
,

Recommendations Based on the Findings
The findings from this investigation add support to other doze procedure
studies in that the maze procedure is a potentially valuable instrument for the
classroom teacher. Based upon the findings of this investigation and the survey of
literature, the investigator provides the following recommendations to reading
teachers concerning its use as an instructional technique and as a diagnostic
instrument:
1.

The maze procedure can be a useful technique for identifying incar-

cerated adult readers who have reading problems relative to comprehension and
vocabulary.

JI

iI
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2.

The maze procedure can be a useful technique for monitoring

progress in comprehension and vocabulary abilities of incarcerated adult readers on
a regular basis.
3.

The maze procedure can be a useful technique in identifying groups

or subgroups at different levels to assess comprehension and vocabulary abilities of
incarcerated adult readers.
4.

The maze procedure can be a useful technique for measuring

specific reading comprehension and vocabulary abilities for a particular passage or
general reading comprehension and vocabulary levels as measured by standardized
reading tests.
5.

The maze procedure can be a useful technique for both pretesting

and posttesting measures of comprehension and vocabulary reading levels of
incarcerated adult readers.
6.

The maze procedure can be a useful technique for testing sequence.

Oller (1972) discussed the element of expectancy or the capacity to anticipate
elements in sequence. This is very important in developing good reading skills and
is an essential skill to develop in second-language readers. The maze procedure
measure would be useful for developing this skill.

Recommendations for Further Study
When comparing the maze procedure test scores (comprehension and
vocabulary) with the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test scores (comprehension and
vocabulary) using proficient and nonproficient incarcerated adult readers, the
findings were moderate to low correlations between the two measures.

These
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results might be due to any one of several variables.

Therefore, the following

recommendations were made for further research:
1.

Research studies should be conducted to determine whether methods

of reading instruction would have an adverse effect on incarcerated readers'
performances when administered multiple maze procedure tests.
2.

Research studies should be conducted to determine whether varia-

tions in time of test administration would have an adverse effect on incarcerated
adult students' reading performance when administered multiple maze procedure
tests.
3.

Research studies should be conducted to determine whether incar-

cerated students' attitudes and motivational levels are factors which influence

I

I

I

their performance on maze procedure tests.

I

I

I
I

~-

Research studies should be conducted to determine whether attitude

and enthusiasm of reading teachers would have an adverse effect on incarcerated
adult students' reading performance as measured by the maze procedure tests.
5.

Follow-up studies should be conducted using multiple passages to

examine the effectiveness of the maze procedure in assessing reading levels
(comprehension and vocabulary) of incarcerated readers.
6.

Research studies should be conducted which investigate the eff ec-

tiveness of the maze procedure as a predictor of language proficiency for
placement purposes of incarcerated ESL (English as a Second Language) students.
7.

This investigation should be replicated in other instructional settings

representing adult readers with diverse goals, reading abilities, and backgrounds to
confirm or challenge the results of this investigation.

I

iI
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APPENDIX A
Maze Procedure Tests
Comprehension and Vocabulary

(Passage used in this investigation)
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CLOZE READING

Name ________________________

Unit

------------

Age_____________

E .A. Reading,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TDG 6_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E.A. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Race______________

Cloze Score_____________
Date________________

·DIRECTIONS:

Select the one word that best fits the sentence by darkening
the space beside the matching letter on the Scan-Tron sheet.
Make no marks on this sheet. The samplP below will help you
understand how to read and mark your answers.

A ate
The mean dog B yelled at the man.
C barked
A house
The B stove ran away .
C man
If you want to
completely and
If the reading
guess. Hand in

change your answer,be sure to erase your old answer
record your new answer.
passage is too difficult for you to understand, do no~
your test illl!llediately.
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The Greatest of Them All

He was born over seventy years ago in a slum district and roamed the
streets as a ragged child, sometimes hungry.

He may have lacked parental

guidance in those days, as his father had deserted the family and his mother was
compelled to scrub for several households to support her needy family.
He acquired more than one nickname because his mouth was so large.
He didn't care; he was good-natured about it. He never learned to hate -- it was a
waste of time; he had too many things to learn about the world he was growing up
in.
Before he was thirteen, he was sent to jail for a foolish prank, and from
there to an orphanage. While he was there he learned that dreams could come
true. He had a dream, a goal he must follow, and he followed that dream to the
end.
Out on the streets again, he sometimes made less than a dollar a day, but
people had begun to notice him. He was going to the top, and he knew that people
all over the world would hear his name someday. Through hard times, exhausting
days and nights, he never ceased his unwavering struggle to become the greatest in
his profession.
He began to receive recognition all over the world. Anyone with a radio
or televison set could see him or hear his familiar voice. Books were written about
him. He was known everywhere as a "soft touch" because he could never turn down
anyone with a hard luck story.
them.

People everywhere loved him because he loved

He's dead now, but the world will always remember him as the greatest
of them all. Who was he? Louis Armstrong, but we call him Satchmo because of
that big mouth of his. He made himself heard all over the world.
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He was born over seventy years ago in a slum district and roa~cd
the streets as a ragged child, sometimes hungry.

A likely
He may have B lacked
C missiles

A days,
A discourse
as his father had B distilled
parental guidance in those B show,
C dormant:,
C deserted
A mother
A from
was compelled to scrub B fast several
the family and his B maze
C for
C mine
A she
households to support B her needy family.
C hers

;.: mcney
A more
than one nickname because his B minut:e was
He acquired B many
C mouth
C modern
so large .

A He
A grateful
B Men didn't care; he was B goodnatured about: it.
C She
C musical

He never

A had
A instigated
A awful
B master
to hate--it was a B wast:e of time; he B .waited too many
C begun
C learned
C impair

A learn
A wen~
things to B apply about the world he B wilt:ed growing up in.
C live
C was
A foolish
A thirteen
A abode
to jail for a B united
Before he was B secretary he was B sent
C blame
C supposed
C vort:ex
A to
an orphanage.
prank, and from there B at
C once
A dealer
could come true.
learned that B dreams
C ancestors

A three
While he was B there he
C train
A goal
He had a dream, aB field
C cold

A )tears.
A· followed
that dream to the Bend.
he must follow, and he B master
C tip .
C adverse
A than
A there,
Out on the streets B when, he sometimes made less B and a dollar
C for
C again,
A notice
A with
a day,B but people had begun to B chatter him.
c. abode
c . such

He was going to the
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A chartered
A the
and he B knew
that people all over B his world would hear
C starch
Chim
C bounds

A epic
B top

A interest
his B name
someday.
C mind

Through hard times,

A earlier
B exhausting days and nights,
C starvation

A never
A assl.ll!led
he B brave ceased his unwavering struggle to B become
the greatest
C new
C apologize
A his
in B high profession.
Chim
A expense
A air.
He began to B receive recognition all over the B world.
C set
c tank :

Anyone

A him
with a radio or television set could see B his or hear his familiar
C he

A valor.
B voice.
C vortex.

A spoken
Books were B written about hit11.
C sung

He was known everywhere as

A -should
A family
a "soft touch" because he B could
never turn down B anyone with a
C masterful
C settler
A novel.
hard luck B curfew.
C story.

A blame
People everywhere B loved him because he loved them.
C design

A imaginative
A was
He's B dead
now, but the world B will always remember him
C standard
C claim
A greatest
as the a immensity of them all.
C sunniest
Who was he?

of that big mouth

A since
Louis Armstrong, but we call him Satchmo B before
C because
A of
B for his.
C from

He made himself heard all over the world.
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Cloze
Oral Reading 1•.:ord Li~t:
Name

Uni~

TDCf.

Phase

Rd. E.A.

E. A.

Age

Race

Date

1.

co

23. followed

45. become

2.

foolish

24. end

46. his

3.

sent

25. again

47. receive

4.

thirteen

26. than

48. would

s.

was

27. but

49. him

6.

learn

28. notice

so.

7.

had

29. of

8.

waste

30. because

9.

learned

31. greatest

written

10. goodnacured

32. will

11. he

33. dead

12. nouth

34. loved

13. more

35. story

14. her

36. anyone

15. for

37. could

16. mother

38. voice

17. deserted

39. cop

18 . days

40. knew

19. lacked

41. the

Raw Score

20. c-here

42. name

Reading Level

21. dreams

43. exhausting

22. goal

44. never

SCORE

APPENDIX B

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests
Comprehension and Vocabulary
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THE GATES-MacGINITIE READING TESTS

Comprehension
0IUCTIONS: Read tha sample paragraph below. It hna
numbered bh,nks in iL The first blank is number C I.
Look below the para,:raph at the line of words with C I
in front of iL Find the word in line C 1 that makes the
best sense in blank C I. The word direction from line
C 1 maku the best ..,,. in blank C I. The word direetion a the an.swer to number CL Draw a line under
the word direction.

~

We wuc much elated by the first ~ ol light shin
inc tluoui;h the swirling lo,:. The curt.ain of loi; h",:
seemed to make of our short __s_ oYer well-known
water an unending voyage upon _6..__ seas.
5. boat
6. joy{al

Now look at the words in line C2. Find the word in
line O that makes the best sense in blank C2, and
draw a line under iL

-

pa,nd

Joara.,unknowa

....,.

ex.pea.I••

Many skin divers have read _ 7 _ ·ol ships sunk in
coasW storms and have become fascinated ..;th the idea
of _ a _ some of the cargo of sunken ships.

Homin1 piceons may be used to carry messages. Their
sema of _ c t _ enabla them to find their way
_c:z._ over un!amiliu territory.

clri'l'lag

.....

loot

7. baoJ9

gear

deni•l•

aothiag

aeeoaat.l

8. rOCOTeriq

bllnl.l.Dg

maklag

......

eac.aplas

home

Attempts have been made to abolish quack remedi..,

In •pite of the fact that some such "medicines" contain
only harmless ingredients, they are sometimes sold under
false pretenses. The _ 9 _ should be protected
against wasting bis money as well as apinst endangering
bis-10_ _

The word home makes the best sense in blank CZ.
You: should have drawn a line under the word home..
Now draw a line under the best word for each of the
blanks that follow on this page and on the next two
pages. If you can't chooae the best word for a blank,
don't spend too much time on it. Go on to the next one.

9. medid-

10. moDS7

-

Sea lion pups pley in much the same way as dog pups
do, except that, when they are older, they like to play
under - 1 - , which _2-.._ pups do not like to do.

z. 6..

-

"-

play

dog

The archaeolo(ist triea to add to our knowledge of
ancient peoples.. He must oft.en die down through layen
of earth and debris to - - 3 _ relics of an ancient civilization. By digcing carefully, ha hopes not to miss or
_ 4 _ valuable mden01.
3 , dlac.ord
4 . make

••••c

bnpoHiblc

d.-1troy

di1covcr

U .D CO"f'cr

anJcr,tand

dirt
.earch

quack

~

paym.a.a.r

bdp

Trees clooe to the ocean shore often lean inland. W"inda
from the ocean have blown almost unceaiacly on them
and have pushed them almost--1L-iD tbe same inland-12-.

ll.kladlJ
... 1...

conaamer

ooaataadJ

apriglat

j 12. owaapo •oaalalu · priMa ~ b r 'i _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1
~

The currency of the United St.atos is based on the
decimaJ system. Because ten is also the ~ 3 - of our
number system, we find it easy to - 1 4 _ in terms

of ten.

: 13. ww-it.i..ac

~,

~

14. calculate

chapter

H:rJee

ccrti.ly

authorize

-

P~•cril>e

equiwalcal

monhor
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Comprehension
·J

l

Som3 telegraph sending machines use perforated tape.
A message is typed in advance on a special machine. It
appea.-s as a series of _1.5_ _ on a plastic or paper
t.lJ"!- The tape can then be fed into the transmitting
machine. Since the tapes are all --16__ before trnnsmission, time can be saved in the actual transmission of
messages.

Tape recorded conversations or confessions are always
suspect as evidence because it is easy to -25__ 11 tape
recording by snipping out sections and splicing the cut
ends together. The resulting tape can then be played and
recorded by another machine, producing a final-26__

i

tape.

H
'I

25. repeat

15. UnH

meuages

bole■

colon

worda

16. ofiort

unbaportant

long

lranemltted

prepared

record

aher

unwind

leaz:then

umpliced

punched

original

reliable

:..j

:-! 26. unrecorded

q

----------------- :j -----------------

!
'•l

Sable Island is a small, almost deserted island with dangerous - 2 7 _ sand bars. It lies between North Amer•
ica and Europe in the North Atlantic shipping ---26-.
Sailors call it ''The Graveyard" been.use of the many
shipwrecks which have occurred there.

People usually are not capable of hearing sound fre- ;,
quencies _1. 7 __ than abo~t 20,000 cycles per second.
The _ i s . _ at which the normal ear can hear best is : ,
1
about 2,000 cycles per second,

f.

18. length

other

above

shorter

greater

27. l!ghthouoe

Boating

&hing 1urrounded

aubmen;ed

frequency

preuure

place

otrength ;

28. center

lane

office

harbor

lal~nd

------------------------ q
1l

:.j

In order to keep up with all that one needs to read,
90me ctudenta have tried to increase their _1.9_ .
1
speed. Those who have good self-discipline can - 2 0 _
by practicing faster reading. Since faster reading requires 1
greater concentration, many students have improved their · ·
---21._ as well as their speed.
'

'j

19. wall<ing

20. improve

eating

reading

writing

h.l.msell

Ink

another

memory

30. liable

poailhle

aecure

coat'"ent

ec:aree

I
I

premium

borrower

loan

letter

~;

dream

entertain

keep

•peed

mannen

lnc~aee

comprehemlon [ · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~-

131. lritere1t

I

\!

The inventor spends many long and weary hours working on his particular problem. He tries one plan after
another. Many of these are ---22_, but he keeps on
working until he has found a successful --23__. It is
---24_ true that inventions result solely from sudden
inspiration.

23. bu~ineaa

I

'!
'j
'. j

I

:
!J

A terrarium is a small indoor glass-enclosed --32__.
It can be constructed in any number of interesting wnys.
Very often small figures are included. Of course the main
nttractions are the --33_ . They must be rooted
firmly in the soil and given plenty of space to grow. The
--34 __ is usually a mixture of loam, s:i.nd, and peetmoss. It should be placed on a layer of pebbles.

,- I

Jc,igned
prob1f!.m
re:.l

failures

1olution
!alee

.I

fauhleu

fin al

trip

!j 33.
manager

oeldorn

1

more

garden
plant.

'l 34. oide
I

1

llah

6guree

aand

,pace

turtle

puule
roo11

charcoal

ooil

j

C7 I

I

29. law

relax

21. rune

22. 1ucce·ssru1

A bank makes a variety of loans. If an individual has
unquestionable credit, he can secure a loan on his personal
note signed only by ---29_. Other loans, however,
may require a cosigner so that a second individual also
makes himself --30_ for the repayment of th;?
--31._.

TUaH THI PAGI i\tlD GO ON

I
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Comprehension

.,

l

Soundproofing is a type of insulation. One kind, used :
in music rooms, consists of sound-absorbing and .-!
--3S--deadening materials placed on walls, ceilings, '. )
nnd floors. These --36_ are chosen because they . j
impmve the quality of the music by --37_ objectionable echoes.
;j

Although the eye is not fragile, it should be properly
protected. Actually, mony other ports of the body would
also be __44_ by events that cause serious injury to
the eye. The problem is plain enou;h, however; while the
body can _45__ damaged tissues in many _ 4 6 _
areas, it cannot grow a new eye.

,,

· ·t

35. eot,bd

thought

;1 44. •pared

injured

Cr.agile

care

replace

or

cert.liliD

produced

unprotected

.,
36. mat~l:ib

qwii>tiliee

1peaken

37. consiatlng

redaeing

producing

.....,

need.lea

: i 4S. hurt

-·- ~ .......

grow
any

undatnaged

--------------- ~i--------------r·,
.:
An. important part of our legal system ia the jury. A , ·
jury is mnde up of twelve people selected from a list of
those qualified to be --38.__ Before a trial begins. :
jurors swear to --39_ the facts fairly and to render
ajust_40_.

'I

d

38. ja"slle..

jnron

exelll'pt

The ambiguous use of technical terms in various Ianguages olfezs difficulty for a _ 4 7 _ of scientific material. Our government has helped by publishing a glossary
which gives English _48..._ for words not found in
most dictionaries or other __49__ books.

4

47. number

tra.tulator

1hlpme1Ll

aearCity

name

48. equlnleata

people

,hi;»

t.oou

authon

49. reterence

ellpeuiye

popular

ol.i

comic

I
I

Injured ,

39. conceal

weigh

alter

W&Ye

Ignore

40. Jaw

dt:fti:DH

•erd.ict

righl

legality

lj

When Austria ruled Switzerland, it is said that Gessler,
a tyrannical Austrian, set a hat on top of a pole in a
Swiss village. He then ordered the Swiss to bow to this
hat, a --50_ of Austria. William Tell, a skilled archer,
--5l__ to bow. Gessler --52...__him, under penalty
of death, to shoot an apple from the head of his son.
William did this but never bowed to the hat.

Demographic data are obtained through statistical studies of selected characteristics of a population. The
U.S. census, taken every ten years, ia an __4]._ of a
demographic study. Certain _ 42_ of the population
of the United States are analyzed-43_.
i"
!

f

41. ioteresting~

event

oversight

example

accident

42.

etudeota

dhuten

Income

lypical

43.

■!l[H!!Ct.l

1t■tistically

wrongly

chemically

hanhly

writiag

''

~

( I

SO. liag

Miler

time

,ymbol

village

SI. wanted

rejected

tried

re!uaed

d•cideJ

52. b~gsed

determloed

ahnt

cheered

forced

STOP
I

CHlCK YOUl WOii(
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THE GATES-MacGINITIE READING TESTS

Vocabulclry
DIRECTIONS:_ Look at the sample test word VI below.

The word 1s home. Now read the five words below
home. F ind the one word in this group that means
most nearly the same as home. The word house means
most nearly the same as home. Draw a line under the
word house.
Now look at test word number V2. Find the one
word in the group below it that means most nearly the
same, a nd dr aw a line under it.

Pull means mos t nearly the s:ime as drag. You ~houlcl
have drawn a line under the word pull.
.
For each numbered word on this page and the next
page, draw a line under the word below it that means
most nearly the same. If y ou can't decide which word
means most nearly t he same as a numbered t est worcl,
go on to the next test word.

SAMPLES

VI. home
rock
moment
talk
house
some

4. inquiry

V2. drag

5. attractive

pull
style
send
wagon

mistake
save
charge

2. ille;al

forbidden
distressing
enormous
loyal
cheap

3. federntion
respect
organization
report
guarantee
inflation

j

1

14. coloaoal

poor

fancy

careless
barefoot
full
tidy

tired
huge
building
pillar

10. moccasin
fish
location
event
shoe.
holiday

15. glimmer

6. dramatic
medical
energetic
edible
painful
expressive

11. gaiety
·jollity
garment
buckle
mystic
entrance

16. bronchitis

7. fucinate

12. shudder
shake
accuse
close
window
confuse

17. monarchy
danger
bank
archery
vault
kingdom

13. revise

18. aatur,.lion

electric
jumpy
pretty
silent
happy

sick

I. rescue
remember
reduce

9 . heedlesa

insult
robbeey
question
plant
court

waiver
patch

chann
suspend
dictate

8. melody
tune
dessert
bush
color
farce

destroy
squeeze
raise
change
enlarge

murmur

cutter
sound
fame
light

pony
ailment
moss
tickle
storm

fullness

celestial
contcntioa
duration
greeting

~

I
i

tl

C4 l

GO ON TO TH£ ,.fl(T PAC:.i
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Voc~bulary
;.,

11::

19. ferocity

35. petulant
gasoline
irritable
swinging
clwnsy
tonic

20. lunacy
insanity
moonlight
monthly
legal
alertness

28. annex
cellar
beseech
record
add
cancel

36. germinate
sprout
disinfect
litter
conclude
emigrate

44. rigid

21. empres•
railroad
queen
stamp
printer
tree

29. plebeian
soldier
reptile
decent
common
noble

37. disconcert
discourse
symphony
disturb
eliminate
follow

45. neurasthenia
network
ointment
shrub
treatment
disorder

22. gluttonoua
sheepish
soapy
greedy
dull
trashy

30. reconstitute
resemble
restore
reject
impeach
laboratory

38. primeval
stupid
pompoua
daily
original

46. abominable
horrible
bodily
explosive
gigantic
extinct

23. reminiacence
proportion
divinity
recollection
criticism
glow

31. void
bitter
count
empty
truce
cheat

39. oracle
launch
hole
wonder
revelation
grip

47. fauna
headdress
stream
spray
animals
garden

24. fallible
fertile
willing
tottering
tender
imperfect

32._' intricacy
digestion
interior
politics
secret
complexity

40. disrepute
argument
disgrace
distribute
unearth
answer

48. monetary

25. obstruction
foundation
ignorance
oration
hindrance
doctor

33. pabulum

41. zealot

49. vestigial
remnantal
feminine
shining
sordid
novel

26. molluek
fortress
snake
container
invertebrate
fabric

34. belligerent
musical
wanderer
mellow
immigrant
warlike

iron
distance
wildness
cleanliness
rate

ff

t,·1

~-!

Vi

fl

~~

I

~

t

H

~

Ir
!

i

t

ij

It
ll
tl

I~
·l

a

27. priority
younger
precedence
ballot
boldness
shelter

fus.5y

book

deserter
miser
fool
collector
enthusiast

oar
mixer
food
weight

42. endow

•

furnish
admire
punish
erect
hire

43. vilify
congregate
tempt
slander
progress
classify

l

cross

fixed
cold
high
large

prominent
slow
temporary
marriage
financial

so.

il
i

I
I

l

j

l'

1

:1

oatentatioua

showy
bony
fat
wise
experimen ta]

STOP
[ 5 )

;

J

CHECX TOUa V.-f)OK

l'
I

·,I

!

APPENDIX C
Maze Procedure Tests
(Scale I and Scale II)

Developed for Pilot Study
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~ame__________ ___Number___ _ _ _Date_ ______ _

School
Day _ _ __ __ __ Age_ _ _Teacher _ _ ________

Part
E.A.
Phase_ ___Unit_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _E. A. _____Rdg. _ _ __ 1

Part
2

DIRECTIONS
Complete the information asked for by the
instructor. This test consists of three
reading passages. As you read the passages,
da rk en the circle by the one word that fits
best in the sentence. The sample will help
you understand how to read and mark your
wo r ds .

i f you want to change your answer, make an
through the darkened space and darken
vour new choi ce. DO NOT ERASE.

X

If the reading passage is too difficult
fo r you to understand, do not guess. Hand
in your test immediately.
Th is is a 10 minute test.

Parts
1+2 _____Total_ _ __

Part
3

SAMPLE PASSAGE
0 little

Fish can talk!

They get quite noisy.

Some sound

O light
I like

0 mouth.

whistles.

Some grunt and

I moan.

Others make different noises.

0 meow.

'/-them
I They
0 The
Are
):.out
0 above
t under

I teeth,
make these sounds with
I fish
O fishy
0 finks

the water.

0 teen,
0 tough,

bones, and fins.
0 other

deaf?

No, they have

tinner

ears and can hear

0 no

They can

0 hurt
O heat
I hear

as well as people

O job .
O build .
I can.

00

N

W1NOHN1 llU.OIMC SCALE l

t.,·J

\o,1,; .1 1,.,1:,c .

Ht11

h.1 lr w•• red,

H.: w.1. n..:ar the c reek..

'-'·II.

t,• l,•,•I.

" "'1,,r

I Hr•t saw hi• laat

1 aaw hl•

fast .

1'1.M\

1 beaan

Tluue ware t ou1h ••n .ln the earl)' Wast.
0 ar1ue

vlld Mn

O wra
O want

hi•.

I)

\) \)V<tC

0 lil•
h eh day l

0 voW.d

O vould
0 run

to vllk.

0 rope.
O ahl•.
0 road.

v.;1lk alon1 a lltth

Soaatl•H I

O work
O like

0 uunb
One• l HV lad'•

0 uack.e
0 car

0 1t
0 1 1 11 thouaht I would never

ln th.t dutty ro•d·

only a

0 I

0 th'9P
O thruat
0 through

0 I
day

took • ahort cut

OA
0 ••

auy al iv• in an

that waa

lh<t winJ

from behind

:n the

blowtna away froa . .

O

Mn •1aln Jn
I •tepped

0 "

old o•lt

trH,

l

0 vaa
O ,aw
O aaatn
O looked
O aaw
O vaa

leav•• • but when he

Perhaps

0 -·
O fraarantl y
••• a brud of
O a•ntly
0 n•v•r

0 alight
O auch
0 aulhn

of danger uch day

. ..

l'h•

0 butcher
0 beautiful
0 bountiful

but I [alt

O l ooked

Th•)' opened the frontier

o I
r l~r
0 I ' 11

O ull
O at
O to

0 trail
O train
0 tranch

0 curfew.
O •10.
0 •pie.

0 of
0 edit
Ohta

teacher, and he

0 ■iaut••
O 1100th•
0 yura

old ha b•aan to

O auatcal.
0 ••creury.
0 . .ater.

0 v hh
0 of
0 oU

work aooo aurpaaHd that

0 ravuled
O vlltad
0 vaa

faaoua by the

0 acre.
0 land.
0 flald.

0 wide
O of
0 to

0 barb•cu•
0 vaaons
0 cold

rt■•

0 jut•
O anaku
0 juna

0 ...
O ahe
0 he

praaa.
0 standard
0 aunche•
0 aurch

O yard.
O chicken .
.:i

fenc e.

O F'or
0 hv
0 rtrat

any ta- fur

0 vorte.1
O valor
0 vanity

0 It
0 Ha

butlt • flytna ••chine.

daalaned a parachute, a

an

0 panel
0 plant c

0 f•• tly
O tMh
0 barbarian

of the• evar clal•ed

0 frhnJs.
O ancu t o r11 .
0 the ,utlv~•-

bridge, a printing

0 aodem
0 Oh
0 Hh
0 Yith

ust•rful lcnowlad&• and tnataht
O ho.ca,
O go d,,
0 aen,

0 hh
0 heathen

aenJus li.ntv no mortal

O flank•d
O picked
O Ht

for the •-•natty or
0 u:panH,
0 bounds,
0 eaph•.

n. . .• in hht o ry
Leonardo da Ylncl wa•

books.

■uatctan,

0 ht•

lled.

The (arMr

o Jnfor.r,
O inventor,
O tnttl&•to r,

vas a

h n for th••• ro~uat

O lua

r 1~•11tll)· dhphyed Red hanging fro•

O freak
O aan
0 dealer

and

0 •a•nu.
0 Mer lean•.
0 1•n1auu.

H W

0 •he
0 the
0 he

the Htthn of the

and scorchtn1 haat, danaeroua

You'll ftnd aoaa of
tlM 1

hh

waa tv•nty-alx.

hi• apart froa ord tnuy

0 once
O last

N• wu

0 I

b•••t•, were only

0 house.

walked Into a farae r't

urch•d in a wild

lived f Jve

O lona

Starvation, hostile Indiana, n ...blng

COM

ht.and.

0 vu

o

They fac•d a

ao atfud ,

thJna•

0 who

a aculptor, an architect.

fox \IOuld never

0 hero
O he
0 hl •

a u d day the

0 they
0 •hery
0 thrlll1n&

... ha

that and w bf:gan

0 for•
It

hhtory.

bold

■..ny

o •a•~

id••• for a youth

paintlna with a Florene•

Thia young

0 -,\.-iutna.
0 W.at.
0 North.

0 ar-ound
O after
0 otr

1 uv Rad ofu.n

0 ca l•
0 .::lo■¥
0 n.-:.ar

O it•
0 wretched

hd playing

0 alway,.
l:u l c ltly leaped O aone.
0 •w•Y·

ktl<)V each other.

He vaa Jnururacl

Whan ha vaa ftftHn

0 uudy
0 apply
0 tapatr

lHetiae .

01111

He had a curtou•

O it
O on
O tn

Oat

O f ro■
0 an

0 dry
O drip
0 dust

O at
0 of

0 .-rroaanr
O aaaz tna
0 a dvH·••

and had

O alway•
0 and

0 oft

AMdca vUl

■ind.

o to
Mn w•ra ar•at Aaartcana

bee. . . haanda in thdr

th• woods.

He vaa born in a llttla Italian tovn .
0 co.parable
0 forabodJna
0 laaatnattve

hund red )'HU

0 ut11tad

0 "°uld
O cold
0 vaa

Thay

land.

O arena
O area
O aboda

o a•nth

,l::: a!).aJn.
l,)ne

O doaautc

on our up.

0 brutal
O bra ve

ltl•H

b1&.

O danaarous

0 b l ank
O b l ...
0 bl W\dU

O look
O HV
O aH

at huae ln a

O perth
O to
0 could

laarned how

Th•••

O charurad

0 obligat i on
0 currency
0 o,

truly touch ed bv

0 •

wanted

Thetr darlna splrlt and

0 •lv•y•
0 110.e

0 two
0 a ll
0 the

..

O o rlatnal ly

hanlJ o f l.:od .

H,-

"O earl ler

hlttorl.ans tu h.ive pos»csH:d one or the

considered bv

...,!It

o rlklna l 111i nds

or the R~nal•a.anctt v11:rtoJ .
wl 11 I hit un •• long •• there 1a an "-er l e a .

00
1.,.1

\J I NOO I\H llCAOI NC SCAl.t

I~,., ,I,•~ :- t,•pp~•J.

•topped coo ,

The

\le t end to th i nk o f currency
K•ta l coin• and pap er

0 • nd
0 but
0

rh~•n Jth'

,, , ·ut t,,.

JOt!

0 nd
O hou•e
0 c.ar

hl • J OA c r o ,aed the •treet,

,o

ti Intl ld 111
,1 wh.i l

ollnu.

his

0 of
0 buy
0 only

fota1•

O dog,
0 cat.

kufl, take• care of

wears a harn••••

On

the handle on the harne••·

(I 0 0

OIL
n co

11to p, go , or turn

0 lol'ho

dld not get Rurt

U Joe

o 1•c-l
dog

ao to

iwust

O only
O untl1 1 h• wu trained.
O .tncc

A

O vdua
0 •hlne
O aotna
rich

O u:hool.
O dlnnar .

0 nobody
0 people
0 howa ver

A.fur aonth• of

have uaed

to whai .. • teeth.
Hh

Paciflc hhnd of Yap .

tr ,1 lnlnJ

!luff h11d t o )urn

0

0 handh
O tho u
0 ab<Jut

0 enaraved
O carved
0 atolen

fro- rocka.

duer.Lned by it•

0 dau

■laht

A coin'•

0 ...

.other •ade

and welaht.

A

O ■lnuta
O 10Mthlng
O Hvaral

have coln1 velghlna

II lc1Hned
fl n,u..: t

alwa ys

to ttop for stop

0 hans
O loolr.1
0 bark•

0 learned
O doesn't
a lluen•

tr i p over or

0 walk
O fly
0 COfH

1,, e

0

J, •,:

He

O 10
0 hl•
0 Joa

,11· 1,1a I l y

0 lurna
O beCOfllCI

and

0 rt.Ina
O old
0 not

Joe '" •Y••.

O cloH
0 hurt

ht■•

,·,· rt :" ln ly one o f 111an 's beat friends.

0 utend
O bread
0 learnln1

The dog

O years
O painta
0 atlc k

no

0 ati: ... pt
O "9ttu
0 longer

O . .ny
O hh

At the

frlcnd•

rallroad to

coin.

0 chair
O 1nd
0 bone
Tb•

f hh hooh, bhnlr.eu.
O cup
O turkey
O fhh

change vhtle the blanket •
0 carta.
O bills.
0 colna.

hoolr.a wan

0 ware
O arcn' t
O alMd

0 profuao ra
O enginu
• 0 ncw• p•pera

0~
0 a

deflntlc

trade.

yo u c an tee, our

0 laportant.
O prtorltha.
0 advant aa••.

0 ■any
O Hd

hll .other cowld

0 11ue
O a1e

of 12 Alva waa

0 ■ell
O bu)'
0 aany

O employed
O tt•ld

apples, candy, undvlchu. a nd

to pauengera.
0 your
O hh
0 th•

O anl•a l
O century
O yea rs

During the

that

,
ovn neva paper. worked a s

telegraphe r, •nd ba aan tnvent Ing .

Ou
2)

br tht>

IJ c aptuud

00 le

the a,.e o f

OU

0 Alva
0 J ohn
0 Hark

s old an Inve ntio n for $40,000

O (',:act
0 whlch
O abn ut

Old plecu or copper

O CIOdetn
O ancient
O exact

It h

J ust a hw short

teach hh• .

followe d. h• print e d

tn

0 Aa

0 lut
0 ln
0 Only

0 years

conaidarcd really big aoney.

0 H
0 In

Hh

O the
O tho••
0 •o-

Ohr
he had prognsHd .c>

cn111bhd hl11 to •et

0 •un
0 alght
0 yere

education.

O hh

a a• - of e•plortna

uclttna wodd of knovhd1e.

O can

copper for aoney,

lllr.e our $10 and $20

For Joe, a doa I ■

n hat

0 and
O thoH
0 the

0 •-11
O cloth••
0 be tter

llwff carefwlly lead•

O fr0111

11round thin~~ that could

vH purchHed,

havt to a ather all

uutt,

Uk• our
lnt o .

0 can
O wuld

Alaakan lndlana uHd

to watch (or thin&•

U IL
11

and uoplt ghtt.

Oa
both waya before croutna O on
0 ln

The do a aho

1111,:ht

O valh
0 o vers

lf 10.ethlng O upendve

0 only

to hdp aova

0 intelltaent
0 exactly
0 lnebr hted

0 hl•

0 coin
O paraon
0 wealth

The dog

Q lien•

'. ll'ft(

knew Alva vaa cxtre•ely

and au-...ed reapo naiblllty for

0 atandard

traffic ufcty.

0 pedal
O pro1n11
0 parcnta

o .tu

the hltndu

first 1rade bec o1uui

cona1dend hi.a atupld.

O snen
VH

ton• lpltcc.

.0 ltrUt,
can had a blind O dog.
0 pcnon,

0 fr Oft
O for
0 fHt

u■•d

0 bird•
0 ocn

0 c heap

0 who
O he
0 how

0 library
O ha111ter
0 teacher

hla

0 active

0 the
O how

what hh doa doaa .

O aany .

II hu11t I ng
11 i.ulJc

are rclulvely u cent

0 •Y

Joe can ull when

coln• vhlch veu

0 by
O hov
O hold•

0 Ull

0 blue
0 ult
0 in

Joe

1) CM\

11 s c~•
0 ho Id•

It aee ..• Inc redible , but one o f the Jorld' • a r ,u t .,, t

and btlh .

invent o rs had only thr e11c .onth• of fonHl e ducati on .

ln the past.

aoney .

everything frOfll

0 dog
O car
0 book

The

when he w,11 ks.

all co1n■

Yo ung Alva w• • wJthdnvn

0 ,dnd,
.J,•c h

0 c ar•
O co.l ea
0 b1l It

11

0 th•
O a ide

0 up
O ln
0 on

hla flrtt shop.

yun thl'll (allowed,

ThOIIIU

currency haa

10M

e a s y t o carry and ca•y to

Edhon had patent s on

0 f e lt
O •Inc
0 ove r

1,100 Invention s,

tht' lt g ht bu l b , phono ~ra rh, a nd t e l e phOnt'
nearly every ho•e.

0 and
O Alv,1
0 the

0 •

f".11'

11f

t i •~· .....

tw t ·•u11d

1 11

00
~

APPENDIX D

Letter Requesting Approval to Conduct Investigation
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From

TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Inter-Office Communications

Alice Fisher

To _ ___Richard H§,~r.,,t_.,l,,_ey.,___ _ _ __

pate

June 28~ 19~8~3_ _ __ _____

Subject --h1:11,;l._1H1.1.Q1L.t.lLmJLte1>.t......r.esJJ.lu__ _

I have obtained peraission from Dr . Murray to work with students in
the Windham School System academic program to obtain data for my doctoral
research. Essentially, I have been gathering reading data pertaining to
students comprehension levels. The purpose of the study is to validate
the usefulness of the cloze procedure (a reading technique) in assessing
reading comprehension levels. The results of the study will be used to
document the effectiveness of the cloze procedure in the teaching of reading .
Furthermore, on the basis of the findings of the study , appropriate recommendations can be lll3de to Windham reading teachers concerning its use · as
an instructional technique and as a diagnostic instrument.
I am asking permission to report the findings of this study in my
dissertation; of course, names and identification numbers of inmates will
not be reported .
Thank you for consideration in approving this request.

~k

Alice Fisher, Communications Supervis or
Windham School Sy stem

AF/cmm

APPENDIX E

Letter Granting Approval to Conduct Investigation
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S0·4 Rev. 10•75

TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Inter-Office Communications
From Larry Farnsworth,...Coordinator of ..

Extra Departmental Research
To ......Ms.•...Alic.e....Fishe.r........._____···················

Date ................ 5. July. 1983······································-.
ExtraDepartmental Research

Sub1ect ................................................................·-···- - ···-

Your IOC of June 21, 1983 to Mr. Hartley has been forwarded to this office.
Your request has been approved, however, in order to comply with requirements,
it will be necessary for you to complete the enclosed fonns. Also, please send
me a copy of your dissertation prospectus. Thank you.
Sincerely,

~~WO:.~
Coordinator of Extra
Departmental Research
Management Services

LF:kah
Encl.

APPENDIX F

Texas Department of Corrections Randomly Selected Units
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TE XA S DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIO N S
HUNTSVILLE . T E X A S 773 4 0

TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS RANDOMLY SELECTED UNITS

BETO I UNIT
Tennessee Colony, Texas

GATESVILLE UNIT
Gatesville, Texas

CENTRAL UNIT
Sugarland, Texas

HILLTOP UNIT
Gatesville, Texas

CLEMENS UNIT
Brazoria, Texas

HUNTSVILLE (WALLS) UN I T
Huntsville, Texas

DARRINGTON UNIT
Rosharon, Texas

MOUNTAIN VIEW UNIT
Gatesville, Texas

FERGUSON UNIT
Midway, Texas

RAMSEY II UNIT
Rosharon, Texas

APPENDIX G

Table for Determining Sample Size from a Given Population
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TABLE 3-1.

Table for Determ ining Sample Size from a Given Populalion.
N

s

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

10
14
19
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
59
63
66
70
73
76

81)

85
90
95

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170

urn

190
200
210

80

86
92

97
103
108
113
118
123
127
132
136

N

s

220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
440
460
480
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
I 100

140
144
14X
152
155
159
162
165
169
175
181
186
19.1
196
201
205
210
214
217
226
234
242
248
254
260
265
269
274
278
285

N

1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
6000
7000

· :moo
9000
10000
15000
20000
30000
40000
50000
75000
1000000

s
291
29 7
302
306
310
313
317
320
322
327
331
335
33X
341
346
351
354
357
]61
364
367
36X
370
375
377
379
380

381
382
384

Note: N is population size.Sis sa mple size.

Cornett, J.D., &. Beckner, M. (1975). Introductory statistics for the behavioral
sciences, p. 46. Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill.

APPENDIX H

Table for Critical Values of
Pearson-Product Moment Correlation (r)
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Table G . Critical Values of r (Pearson Product-Moment Correlation
Coefficie•nt)

df

.1

.05

02

.01

.001

1
2
3
4
5

.98769
9000
8054
.7293
.6694

.99692
.9500
.8783
.8114
.7545

.999507
.9800
.9343
.8822
.8329

.999877
.9900
9587
.9172
.8745

.9999988
.99900
.99116
.97406
.9507

6

62 15
.5822
.5494
.5214
.4973

.7067
.6664
.6319
.6021
.5760

.7887
.. 7498
.7155
.6851
.651-l l

.8343
.7977
.7646
.7348
.7079

.9249
.8982
.8721
.8471
.8233

12
13
14
15

.4762
.4575
.4409
.4259
.4124

.5529
5324
.5139
.4973
.4821

.6339
.6120
.5923
.5742
.5577

.6835
.6614
.64I l
.6226
.6055

.8010
.7800
.7603
.7420
.7246

16
17
18
19
20

.4000
.3887
.3783
.3687
.3598

.4683
.4555
.4438
.4329
.4227

.5425
.5285
.5155
.5034
.4921

.5897
.5751
.5614
.5487
.5368

7084
.6932

25
30
35
40
45

.3233
.2960
.2746
.2573
.2428

.3809
.3494
.3246
.3044
.2875

4451
.4093
.38 10
.3578
.3384

.4869
.4487
.4182
.3')32
.3721

.5974
.5541
5189
.4896

50
60
70
80
90

.2306
.2108
. 1954
.1829
.1726

.2732
.2500
.2319
.2 172
.2050

3218
.2948
.2737
.2565
.2422

.354 1
.3248
.3017
.2830
.2673

4433
.4078
3799

7
8
9

10
11

100

. 1638

- ---

.6787
6652
6524

'1648

3568
1 ·175

@

Kushner, H. W., &: De Maio, G. (1980). Understanding basic statistics, p. 346. San
Francisco: Holden-Day.
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